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PREFACE

This is essentially a look into the various St.Thomas crosses of the Nazaranee Christians of India,
particularly of Kerala. These Nazaranee Crosses appear all of a sudden around the eighth
century without any previous existence in its current form. Around the same period we see the
formation of the various forms of monotheistic advaitic philosophies and the formation of the
religious forms today known as Hinduism.

This was the end of the Kalabhra Inter-regnum and the occupation of the Vaishnava conquerrors
in the Southern India. Strangely enough, the St.Thomas cross makes a connection with two
theologians who were invited to a special synod in Quilon by the King of the region to deal with
some form of Saivite theology which also culminated in the declaration of faith of the Christian

Church as the symbolic St.Thomas Cross. It also started the age of Malabar Era.

Ever since that time the Nazranee Christians has been using the Cross as their symbol projecting
it everywhere. I have used only the known properties and history to direct attention to their
historical and theological importance. No claim has been made for originality in that direction. But
evidently it tells a story which is hidden and practically lost.

The question is why did it all start at that historical point and why? Are Manikandan and
ManikaVachagar the key? Is Hinduism of today the Gnosticised Christianity which got seperated
in this process?

Prof.M.M.Ninan
2017
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I

FIRST CENTURY CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS

During the first two centuries of Christianity, the cross was rare in Christian iconography, as it
depicts a purposely painful and gruesome memories of public execution and Christians were
reluctant to use it. A symbol similar to the cross, the staurogram, was used to abbreviate the Greek
word for cross in very early New Testament manuscripts such as P66, P45 and P75, almost like a
nomen sacrum (nomina sacra). The extensive adoption of the cross as Christian iconographic
symbol arose from the 4th century. However the cross remained as the central symbol of faith
even as early as 72 AD as the following cases indicate.

The Herculaneum Cross

The earliest depiction of the Christian Cross may be the Herculaneum Cross which was found in
the city of Herculaneum, which was entombed in pyroclastic material along with Pompeii during
the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79.
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“Approximately 16,000 people died according to the only eyewitness account from the magistrate
Pliny the Younger (61 -113 AD) to the historian Tacitus (56 - 117 AD). Upon excavation,
archaeologists found that one particular house, which was once splendid in design and decor, had
fallen upon hard times before the eruption. The first floor had been turned into two apartments. In
one room, which could have belonged to either apartment, a small chapel had been built. A patch
of white plaster had been let into the wall at some time subsequent to the construction of the room.
Plainly marked in the center of this plaster was a sizeable cross.”
Herculaneum House Furniture by Ron Meacock.

“A small community apparently formed in the region surrounding Herculaneum in the 60 A.D.
Existence of a cross in this building is the only thing left any physical evidence of its presence. The
cross was probably hidden by something else since Christianity at the time was a persecuted
religion. It could have been a painting or some type of a cabinet that hanged on two nails situated
on both sides of a cross. If you were discovered you could easily find yourself on the arena with
wild animals or burned alive. The owner of the house was probably caught and the wooden cross
that was safely bolted to the wall was torn off before the eruption that buried the city. We can only
guess what happened to the Christian or Christians who lived here, but it is highly unlikely that he/
she/ they survived harsh punishment.”
Christian cross at Herculaneum in the 60 A.D. by Rudolph P.Boshoff
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At Herculaneum, a cross was found in front of the prayer lectern

“A small wooden cupboard, thirty six inches or so high and half as wide, found directly beneath a
cross impression on the wall. The cupboard or prayer desk looks as if it was used for worship.
Indeed, it bears a striking resemblance to the wooden chests common in Pompeii and
Herculaneum, in which small household gods were housed. This Christian prayer desk was
probably directly developed from the pagan wooden chest and furnishings.”
Herculaneum House Furnitureby Ron Meacock.

http://rabtessera.blogspot.com/2013/09/christian-cross-at-herculaneum-in-60-ad.html
http://www.ermaktravel.com/Europe/Italy/herculaneum/house_of_the_bicentary_herculaneum.html

Dr. Michael Green in his book "Evangelism in the Early Church" writes, "If this reconstruction is
anywhere near the truth, it gives concrete attestation of the process which we know must have
been going on at the time, the gradual infiltration of the middle and upper classes of Roman
society by Christianity through the lives and words of slaves and freedmen. This is how that
unique institution, the Christian home, began to make an impression on surrounding paganism."
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In Pompeii, a clear, very large, Christian cross was found in a bakery. To the best of my
knowledge, it has only been published by Italian scholars. As a result, Anglo scholars have
ignored it. Here it is as reconstructed by Francesco Paolo Maulucci, Pompeii: Archaeological
Guide to the Excavations of Pompeii with Itineraries, Plans and Reconstructions (Carcavallo, 1987)
on p. 69.

The Pompeii Viv

The best 1st century Christian cross is from Pompeii where it was found in a graffito in a
courtyard. It has “Viv” inscribed at the top, probably short for the Latin “Vivat” i.e., “live!” This is
clearly Christian and clearly 1st century but, to the best of my knowledge, it’s been published
only in Italian (See Maulucci, Francesco Paolo, Pompei: I graffiti figurati. Bastogi, 1993, p. 194).
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The Bethsaida Cross

At Bethsaida in the Galilee, a clear cross has been found on a 1st century vase. Bethsaida is
the place of the “first supper”. It is mentioned in the Gospels as the home of at least three of
Jesus’ twelve disciples. The cross was found next to a fishermen complex and in the only
building in the town that could have served as an early “house church”.

Ashkelon Coin

A 1st century coin minted in the year 72 CE in Ashkelon, 40 miles north of Jerusalem on the
Mediterranean coast. It probably represents a “private minting” by a wealthy Roman convert to
Christianity.
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Masada Crosses

Archaeologists have found crosses painted in red in the southern caves of Masada.

The Massada Fort, the last Sicarii stand against Rome.

Simcha Jacobovici reveals the masada cross for the first time
http://www.simchajtv.com/christians-at-masada/

Evidently cross was used as early as 72 AD and Jesus was worshipped as God.
The name is famously associated with the Masada siege, the final stand between the Jewish
rebels and the relentless Roman army at the end of the First Jewish Revolt in 73/74 C.E. Trapped
in the desert fortress-palace Herod built in the previous century, the rebels chose—as Jewish
historian Josephus tells us—to commit mass suicide rather than be captured and enslaved by the
Romans. Led by Roman general Flavius Silva, the Legio X Fretensis—a veteran military unit—
began the siege operation against the rebels in 72 or 73 C.E. The Sicarii in Masadaa comitted
suicide. Among them were also Christians!!

Thus it would appear that contrary to the understanding, cross indeed was the symbol of early first
century Christians in their land of origin and in countries other than the Roman world. Apparently in
the world of Roman empire, where they were considered as criminals, the sign of the cross was
seldom used openly and when used it was done indirectly hidden within other symbols.
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II

SECOND CENTURY CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS

κυριακὸν σημεῖον The Lord's sign

However, the cross symbol was already associated with Christians in the 2nd century, as is
indicated in the anti-Christian arguments cited in the Octavius of Minucius Felix, chapters IX and
XXIX, written at the end of that century or the beginning of the next. Clearly by the early 3rd
century the cross had become so closely associated with Christ that Clement of Alexandria, who
died between 211 and 216, could without fear of ambiguity use the phrase τὸ κυριακὸν σημεῖον
(the Lord's sign) to mean the cross, when he repeated the idea, current as early as the apocryphal
Epistle of Barnabas, that the number 318 (in Greek numerals, ΤΙΗ) in Genesis 14:14 was
interpreted as a foreshadowing (a "type") of the cross (T, an upright with crossbar, standing for 300)
and of Jesus (ΙΗ, the first two letter of his name ΙΗΣΟΥΣ, standing for 18), and his contemporary
Tertullian could designate the body of Christian believers as crucis religiosi, i.e. "devotees of the
Cross". In his book De Corona, written in 204, Tertullian tells how it was already a tradition for
Christians to trace repeatedly on their foreheads the sign of the cross. The crucifix, a cross upon
which an image of Christ is present, is not known to have been used until the 6th century AD.

The Jewish Encyclopedia says:

The cross as a Christian symbol or "seal" came into use at least as early as the second
century (see "Apost. Const." iii. 17; Epistle of Barnabas, xi.-xii.; Justin, "Apologia," i. 55-60;
"Dial. cum Tryph." 85-97); and the marking of a cross upon the forehead and the chest was
regarded as a talisman against the powers of demons (Tertullian, "De Corona," iii.; Cyprian,
"Testimonies," xi. 21–22; Lactantius, "Divinæ Institutiones," iv. 27, and elsewhere).
Accordingly the Christian Fathers had to defend themselves, as early as the second century,
against the charge of being worshipers of the cross, as may be learned from Tertullian,
"Apologia," xii., xvii., and Minucius Felix, "Octavius," xxix. Christians used to swear by the
power of the cross.

However in the areas where Christians were persecuted the cross did not appear in open.
Instead the believers had to hide the cross in additional symbols and icons so that those
who are familiar with the religion alone were able to decipher them. This was particularly
true in the Roman Empire.

Anti-Christian policies in the Roman Empire occurred intermittently over a period of over two
centuries until the year 313AD when the Roman Emperors Constantine the Great and Licinius
jointly promulgated the Edict of Milan which legalised the Christian religion. The first persecution of
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Christians organised by the Roman government took place under the emperor Nero in 64 AD after
the Great Fire of Rome. The persecution of Christians in the Roman Empire started by the state
and also by local authorities on a sporadic, ad hoc basis, often at the whims of local communities.
Starting in AD 250, empire-wide persecution took place by decree of the emperor Decius.

Christians frequently aroused suspicion among the pagan population accustomed to religion as a
public event; beliefs developed that Christians committed flagitia, scelera, and maleficia—
"outrageous crimes", "wickedness", and "evil deeds", specifically, cannibalism and incest (referred
to as "Thyestian banquets" and "Oedipodean intercourse")— due to their rumored practices of
eating the "blood and body" of Christ and referring to each other as "brothers" and "sisters".
Christians' refusal to participate in public religion was as problematic to the populace as it was to
the elites, and contributed to the general hostility toward Christians. Much of the pagan populace
maintained a sense that bad things would happen if the established pagan gods were not
respected and worshiped properly. Before the anti-Christian policies under Decius beginning in
250, there was no empire-wide edict against the Christians, and the only solid precedent was that
set by Trajan in his reply to Pliny: the name of "Christian" alone was sufficient grounds for
punishment and Christians were not to be sought out by the government.

Under these circumstances it was imperative that Christians hide their faith from the public. Thus
they practically avoided cross symbols as much as possible. During the reign of Emperor Nero (54
A.D.- 68 A.D.), and throughout the reign of subsequent evil emperors of the Roman Empire,
Christians were commonly persecuted, tortured, and put to death because of their faith in Christ
Jesus. Emperor Nero himself personally despised Christians. He blamed them for the great fire of
A.D. 64 which burned nearly half of Rome.

63 BC Roman rule of Israel begins.

c.4 BC Birth of Jesus Christ, in Bethlehem.

c.30 AD Death of Jesus Christ.

c.33
Pentecost and the coming of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2).
Sometimes known as the Birthday of the Church.

c.33
c 40

Stephen - First Christian martyr (Acts 7).
Apostle Thomas in Taxila, North India

c.48

49
52

Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15).
Gentile Christians accepted alongside those in the Jewish tradition.
Mark in Alexandria, Egypt (Egyptian and Greek Coptic Churches)
Apostle Thomas in South India (Thomas Churches of India)

c.60 First Gospel published (often thought to be that written by Mark).

62 Martyrdom of James, "The Lord's Brother".

c.67-68 Apostles Peter and Paul* martyred in the reign of the Roman emperor Nero.

70 Jewish rebellion against the Roman empire ends. Destruction of the temple in Jerusalem.

From 70 Centre of Christianity moves to Antioch, Alexandria and Rome.

c.90 Book of Revelation and Gospel of Saint John written.

161-80
Widespread persecution of Christians under Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius.
(Severe persecutions also occurred under the emperors Decius (249-251) and Diocletian (284-305)).

301 Armenia becomes the world's first country to officially adopt Christianity as the state religion.

312
Roman emperor Constantine receives a vision of a flaming cross with the words
'In hoc signo vinces' : 'By this sign conquer'.
Defeats rival Maxentius at the Battle of Milvian Bridge.

313 Edict of Milan issued by Constantine - Christianity becomes a legal religion within the Roman empire.

325 Constantine calls the first ecumenical council at Nicea.
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The Fish

Other symbols took their place. These were essentially culture based as in the use of Greek
language as Greek was the language of Roman Empire.

The symbol of Fish was a widely used secret symbol of Christianity during those haunted days.
The initial letters of the Greek phrase “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior” forms the Greek word
ICHTHUS, which means “fish.” This symbol was used by believers in the early days of persecution
as a secret sign of their shared faith. The discovery of a beautiful third century church in the
northern Israeli town of Megiddo, near the biblical Armageddon shows archeological proofs on
usage of Fish as a symbol predating the cross. One mosaics inside the church has fish symbol
engraved.The Church was built in third century, decades before Constantine legalized Christianity
across the Byzantine Empire. It was ransacked during the persecution years and was excavated in
2005.Public display of Fish as a symbol of Christianity during persecution days definitely shows its
wide usage.
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The ichthys or ichthus, from the Greek ikhthýs (ἰχθύς 1st cent. AD Koine Greek, "fish"), is a
symbol consisting of two intersecting arcs, the ends of the right side extending beyond the meeting
point so as to resemble the profile of a fish. Now known colloquially as the "sign of the fish" or
the "Jesus fish".

ΙΧΘΥΣ, or also ΙΧΘΥC with lunate sigma (Ichthys) is a backronym/acrostic for "Ἰησοῦς Χριστός,
Θεοῦ Υἱός, Σωτήρ", (Iēsous Christos, Theou Yios, Sōtēr) contemporary Koine [ie̝ˈsus kʰrisˈtos
tʰeˈu (h)yˈjos soˈte̝r], which translates into English as "Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour."

• Iota is the first letter of Iēsous (Ἰησοῦς), Greek for "Jesus".
• Chi is the first letter of Christos (Χριστός), Greek for "anointed."
• Theta is the first letter of Theou (Θεοῦ), Greek for "God's", the genitive case of Θεóς,

Theos," Greek for "God."
• Upsilon is the first letter of (h)yios (Υἱός), Greek for "Son".
• Sigma is the first letter of sōtēr (Σωτήρ), Greek for "Savior."

This explanation is given among others by Augustine in his Civitate Dei, where he notes that the
generating sentence " Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς [sic] Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Σωτήρ" has 27 letters, i.e. 3 x 3 x 3, which
in that age indicated power. (This suggestion is obviously spurious, resulting from Augustine's
ignorance of Greek.) Augustine quotes also an ancient text from the Sibylline oracles whose
verses are an acrostic of the generating sentence.

"Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Σωτήρ",
Iēsous Christos Theou Huios Sōtēr,
Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour.

This explanation is given among others by Augustine in his Civitate Dei, where he also
notes that the generating sentence "Ίησοῦς Χρειστὸς Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Σωτήρ" has 27 letters,
i.e. 3 x 3 x 3, which in that age indicated power.

A fourth century A.D. adaptation of ichthys as a wheel contains the letters ΙΧΘΥΣ superimposed
such that the result resembles an eight-spoked wheel.

The Greek Ichthus letters combined as a wheel (can be seen in six or eight spokes)

The Greek spelling for ichthus is -- These are the first letters of the Greek words
Iesous (Iota), Christos (Chi), Theou (Theta), Uios (Upsilon), and Sotor (Sigma).

This fish symbol was used primarily amongst Christians of the early church years (1st and 2nd
century A.D.) The symbol was introduced from Alexandria, Egypt; which at the time, was a very
heavily populated seaport. It was the port in which many goods were brought over from the
European continent. Because of this, it was first used by the peoples of the sea as a symbol of a
familiar deity, in this case, Jesus Christ.
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The symbol was later used as a means of identifying or acknowledging a fellow believer in Christ
without the need for any verbal communication being exchanged. Spread throughout the empire,
Roman soldiers were stationed everywhere to keep order and to act as police. This included
keeping a watchful eye on the happenings of the daily lives of the people. Often times, when a
soldier spotted a Christian, he would report it to his superiors who in turn would be ordered to
arrest the Christian and to be brought in for interrogation. The Christian would then be harassed
and tortured in order for them to recant and to submit to the many polytheistic religions of Rome.
In most cases death would be the final end.

In order to prevent this unnecessary capture and persecution, Christians would often draw an
ichthus in the dirt, mud, sand, or on the walls of caves to let another Christian know that he too
was a fellow believer of Christ and that it was safe to talk about their faith without the fear of being
turned in.

The fish has plenty of other theological overtones:
� Christ fed the 5,000 with 2 fishes and 5 loaves
� Jesus called the evangelization process as fishing for men and his disciples were "fishers of

men."
� Water baptism, practiced by immersion in the early church, created a parallel between fish and

converts. Second-century theologian Tertullian put it this way: "we, little fishes, after the image
of our Ichthys, Jesus Christ, are born in the water."

Since Greeks, Romans, and many other pagans used the fish symbol before Christians the
symbol attracted little suspicion, making it a perfect secret symbol for persecuted believers.

It wasn't until around 307 A.D. under the reign of Constantine who himself became a christian,
that persecution ended. During his reign (307 A.D. - 337 A.D.) he declared Christianity as the
official religion of the state. He eventually ceased from using crucifixion as a form of execution
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III

SYMBOLS OF CHRISTIANITY
COMPARED TO

EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHICS

Since the cross in its simplest form is just two cross bars from which its name came, was used in
ancient cultures to indicate other things. The ancient Aryan Swastika is a form of cross.

"Various objects, dating from periods long anterior to the Christian era, have been found, marked
with crosses of different designs, in almost every part of the old world. India, Syria, Persia and
Egypt have all yielded numberless examples… The use of the cross as a religious symbol in pre-
Christian times and among non-Christian peoples may probably be regarded as almost universal,
and in very many cases it was connected with some form of nature worship" (Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1946), Vol. 6, p. 753.

Symbols very similar to the christian cross include:

Ankh or crux ansata

Ankh or crux ansata used in ancient Kemet (the land of the black) later renamed Egypt by the
Greeks, the ankh was known as the symbol of life and fertility. It was often depicted in the hands of
the goddess Sekhet, and as a hieroglyphic sign of life or of the living.
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In his book, The Worship of the Dead, Colonel J. Garnier wrote: "The cross in the form of the 'Crux
Ansata' ... was carried in the hands of the Egyptian priests and Pontiff kings as the symbol of their
authority as priests of the Sun god and was called 'the Sign of Life'."

The ankh appeared in the name of King Tutankhamun, meaning the "Living Image of Amun," or
“the Living Image of God”. He was Pharaoh of Egypt who ruled 1333 –1324 B.C..

In Egypt, the ANKH was also called Osiris’s key, the key to the underworld.
Amen (or Atum-Iu or Atum Ra or Atum-Hui) was the only deity in all Egypt, who was expressly
worshipped by the title of “Ankhu,” which means “the ever-living one eternal God…” “In the
coming fourth to-day from out of the dark of death,” which is the resurrection in the Ritual, Atum-Iu
is the closer and opener of Amenta (secret earth, underworld); he carries in his hands the keys
that close and open the underworld. These are the Ankh-key of life and the Un-sceptre, with
which Amenta is closed and opened.

The comparison with Jesus the incarnate God who resurrected from death and who says, “I am
the Living One; I was dead, and now look, I am alive for ever and ever! And I hold the keys of
death and Hades” Rev 1:18 is obvious.

King Hezekiah’s Royal Seal Discovered in Ophel Excavations South of Temple Mount in
Jerusalem. The impression bears an inscription in ancient Hebrew script: “ מלך אחז [בן] לחזקיהו
”יהדה which means “Belonging to Hezekiah [son of] Ahaz , King of Judah” and a two-winged sun,
with wings turned downward, flanked by two ankh symbols symbolizing life… Thus the ankh was
already a part of the Jewish symbolism well adapted from Egypt.

A similar symbol with a circle replacing the ellipse, was used to represent the Roman goddess Venus. This
symbol, known benignly as Venus' hand-mirrot, is much more associated with a representation of the female womb.
In astrology the same symbol is used to represent the planet Venus. In Alchemy it represents the element copper.
In Biology to identify females.
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Ndj

Budge's dictionary to the Book of the Dead has the following uses for the hieroglyph:
1—(nos 1,2,4)-"to protect, guard, avenge", and "protector, advocate, avenger"
2—(no. 3)-"homage to thee", (a form of salutation to gods)
3—(nos. 5,6,7)-"discuss a matter with someone", "to converse", "to take counsel"; (uses the
'man-seated hieroglyph' for 'concepts', or 'speech', )

Nfr

This is an Egyptian symbol called nfr - meaning: beauty or perfect. It certainly reminds of
victory over death as the cross tower over a tomb.

DJED

The symbol of stability
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The sun disk of the god Ra is raised into the sky by an ankh-sign (signifying life) and a djed-pillar
(signifying stability and the god Osiris) while adored by Isis, Nephthys, and baboons. The motif

symbolizes rebirth and the sunrise.
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The above figure gives some of the basic vocabulary of the hieroglyphic writings and concepts
of ancient Egypt. These symbols and words have been used by the Coptic Christians as they
translated the Christian Gospel into their culture. If you see these symbols used in daily
Christian life, it does not anyway make it a borrowing of pagan gods of their worship. It was
the most effective way of transmitting the gospel into a new culture.

The Egytian Coptic Christians used the sign as it culturally represented eternal life.

Codex Glazier

Codex Glazier, designated by siglum cop, is a Coptic uncial manuscript of the New Testament
on parchment. It is dated palaeographically to the 4th or 5th century. (The latest possible date
for codex Glazier’s binding is 598 CE.which may have been replaced at a later time. The
manuscript itself must be older.) Textually it is very close to Greek Codex Bezae.It contains the
text of the Acts of the Apostles 1:1-15:3. It has a picture with a great crux ansata (cross with
handle), a motif appearing in Coptic textiles and stone sculptures. The picture is in colours
yellow, red, and brown.

Tombstone of Plenis

Tombstone of Plenis Unknown provenance, 6th century Tombstones. In the centre is Christ’s
monogram, comprising the two Greek letters “Chi” and “Rho”. Here it is flanked by looped

crosses (crux ansata), formerly the Egyptian Hieroglyph “Ankh” (the key of life).
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The Sun Cross of Arevakhach

The "sun cross" or "solar wheel" (prehistoric religion of Bronze Age Europe, crosses in circles
appear frequently on artifacts identified as cult items, for example the "miniature standard" with an
amber inlay that shows a cross shape when held against the light, dating to the Nordic Bronze Age,
held at the National Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen.[8] The Bronze Age symbol has also been
connected with the spoked chariot wheel, which at the time was four-spoked (compare the Linear
B ideogram 243 "wheel" ). In the context of a culture that celebrated the Sun chariot, it may thus
have had a "solar" connotation (c.f. the Trundholm sun chariot).

The Arevakhach ("solar cross") symbol often found in Armenian memorial stelae is claimed as an
ancient Armenian solar symbol. is one of the ancient Armenian symbols of eternity and light.

"gamma" cross (crux gammata), Swastika or Sun Wheel

Swastika or Sun Wheel -An ancient religious symbol used long before Hitler came to power. It
was used in Buddhist inscriptions, Celtic monuments and Greek coins. In sun god worship, it is
supposed to represent the sun's course in the heavens.

The cross then came into use in various forms on many objects: fibulas, cinctures, earthenware
fragments, and on the bottom of drinking vessels. De Mortillet believed that such use of the sign
was not merely ornamental, but rather a symbol of consecration, especially in the case of objects
pertaining to burial. In the proto-Etruscan cemetery of Golasecca every tomb has a vase with a
cross engraved on it. True crosses of more or less artistic design have been found in Tiryns, at
Mycenæ, in Crete, and on a fibula from Vulci.

According to W. E. Vine, the cross was used by worshipers of Tammuz, an Ancient Near East deity
of Babylonian origin who had the cross-shaped taw (tau) as his symbol.

However the reason for the christian symbolism of the cross has nothing to do with what it
symbolised to other cultures and faith. The reason is straight forward - simply that Jesus was
crucified by the Romans on a cross and he rose out of the grave victorius over death on the third
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day. While there were different types of crosses used in execution, the cross of the Christian
Churches refers exactly to the type of cross used by the Romans in which Jesus was crucified.

John Pearson, Bishop of Chester (c. 1660) wrote in his commentary on the Apostles' Creed that
the Greek word stauros originally signified "a straight standing Stake, Pale, or Palisador", but that,
"when other transverse or prominent parts were added in a perfect Cross, it retained still the

Original Name", and he declared: "The Form then of the Cross on which our Saviour suffered was
not a simple, but a compounded, Figure, according to the Custom of the Romans, by whose

Procurator he was condemned to die. In which there was not only a straight and erected piece of
Wood fixed in the Earth, but also a transverse Beam fastened unto that towards the top thereof".
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IV

CROSS IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY
IN VARIOUS FORMS

The Christian Cross, seen as a representation of the instrument of the crucifixion of Jesus, is the
best-known symbol of Christianity. It is related to the crucifix (a cross that includes a usually three-
dimensional representation of Jesus' body) and to the more general family of cross symbols.

Most people are familiar with the Latin cross (✝ ) and the Greek cross (✚ ). However there are
numerous variants used in heraldry and in various confessional contexts in the context of the
culture into which the faith was embedded

The basic Latin Cross

Latin cross from the 6th-century mosaic
in the Basilica of Sant' Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, Italy
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Cross and crucifix

The Crucifix is a cross with corpus, a symbol used by the Catholic Church, in Lutheranism,
Eastern Orthodoxy, and Anglicanism, in contrast with some Protestant denominations, which use
only a bare cross.

The crucifix gives the emphasis on the atonic sacrifice of Jesus on the cross offering
forgiveness of sin.

The cross without the corpus gives emphasis on the resurrection of Christ and hence his victory
over death, thereby conferring immortality to the believer . It must have very soon become in the
eyes of the
faithful a sacred symbol.

Early in the third century Clement of Alexandria ("Strom.", VI, in P. G., IX, 305) speaks of the
Cross as tou Kyriakou semeiou typon, i.e. signum Christi, "the symbol of the Lord"
(St. Augustine, Tract. cxvii, "In Joan."; De Rossi, "Bull. d'arch. crist", 1863, 35,
and "De titulis christianis Carthaginiensibus" in Pitra, "Spicilegium Solesmense", IV, 503).

The cross, therefore, appears at an early date as an element of the liturgical life of the faithful, and
to such an extent that in the first half of the third century Tertullian could publicly designate the
Christian body as "crucis religiosi", i.e. devotees of the Cross (Apol., c. xvi, P. G., I, 365-66).
St. Gregory of Tours tells us (De Miraculis S.Martini, I, 80) that in his time Christians habitually had
recourse to the sign of the cross.

St. Augustine says that by the sign of the cross and the invocation of the Name of Jesus all things
are sanctified and consecrated to God.

In the earliest Christian life, as can be seen from the metaphorical language of the primitive faithful,
the cross was the symbol of the principal Christian virtue, i.e. mortification or victory over the
passions, and suffering for Christ's sake and in union with Him (Matt., x, 38; xvi, 24; Mark, viii, 34;
Luke, ix, 23; xiv, 27; Gal., ii, 19; vi, 12, 14; v, 24). In the Epistles of St. Paul the sign of the cross
was the sign of the Christian.
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Altar Cross
”Placing a cross on the altar along with candles and the host was not practiced consistently in the
East or West until the second millenium.“

According to C.E. Pocknee, the Catholic church did not require a crucifix on the altar until the 18th
century.

A crucifix had been increasingly used in the Western church after the Eucharist is viewed as the
embodiment of Christ in the 13th century. After 1265, the Eucharist is raised by the priest to
emphasize the visual aspect of the transubstantiation.

By the Renaissance, paintings of the crucifixion were often placed in the sacristy of the Catholic
Church, where vestments and liturgical instruments were stored. Some cross scholars have
placed the use of a crucifix on the altar to the 6th century, when the Council of Tours declared that
the Eucharist should be placed underneath the cross on the altar.

Crosses affixed to staffs were a part of the procession of worship, carried beside candles and the
Evangelium (Gospels).These were inserted in a holder at the back of the altar, hung on a wall
behind the altar table, or placed near the altar.

Tradtionally, five consecration crosses were carved on stone altars, representing the five wounds
of Christ. Stone altars were standard in the Church, having replaced wood. Later, wood altars
were reintroduced, and metal altars were used as well. Protestant traditions did not place a cross
or crucifix on the altar, with the exception of the Lutheran Church.”
(Cross & Crucifix: Glossary http://www.crosscrucifix.com/glossaryhome.htm)

Tau Cross

The shape of the cross, as represented by the letter T, came to be used as a "seal" or symbol of
Early Christianity by the 2nd century. At the end of the 2nd century, it is mentioned in the Octavius
of Minucius Felix, rejecting the claim by detractors that Christians worship the cross. The cross
(crucifix, Greek stauros) in this period was represented by the letter T. Clement of Alexandria in the
early 3rd century calls it τὸ κυριακὸν σημεῖον ("the Lord's sign")

In his book De Corona, written in 204, Tertullian tells how it was already a tradition for Christians to
trace repeatedly on their foreheads the sign of the cross.

While early Christians used the T-shape to represent the cross in writing and gesture, the use of
the Greek cross and Latin cross, i.e. crosses with intersecting beams, appears in Christian art
towards the end of Late Antiquity. An early example of the cruciform halo, used to identify Christ in
paintings, is found in the Miracles of the Loaves and Fishes mosaic of Sant'Apollinare Nuovo,
Ravenna (dated c. 504).

Tau is the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet and was used symbolically in the Old Testament.
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It is also known as St. Anthony's Cross, Old Testament Cross, Anticipatory Cross, Cross
Commissee, Egyptian Cross, Advent Cross, Croce taumata, Saint Francis's Cross, Crux
Commissa.

“The Lord said to him, ‘Go through the city, through Jerusalem, and put a mark upon the foreheads
of the men who sigh and groan over the abominations… (Ez. 9:4). The Tau is the sign placed upon
the foreheads of the poor of Israel, it saves them from extermination.

The tau was also considered a symbol of salvation due to the identification of the tau with the sign
which in Ezechiel 9:4 was marked on the forehead of the saved ones: "set a mark (tav; after the
Phoenician cross-shape) on the forehead of the men"), or due to the tau-shaped outstretched
hands of Moses in Exodus 17:11.

St. Anthony of Egypt bore a cross in the form of a tau on his cloak. The Tau Cross is most
commonly used in reference to the Franciscan Order and Saint Francis of Assisi, who adopted it
as his personal coat of arms after hearing Pope Innocent III talk about the Tau symbol.

As the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet, it prophesied the Last Day and had the same function as
the Greek letter Omega as it appears in the Book of Revelation: “I am the Alpha and the Omega,
the beginning and the end. To the thirsty I will give water without price from the fountain of the
water of life … I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end”
(Rev. 21:6;22:13).

It was St.Francis Assisi who popularised the T:
“Whenever necessity or charity required, St. Francis marked with this seal the letters he sent” (FF
980);
“He began all of his actions with it” (FF 1347).

Tau Cross - Symbol of the god Mathras of the Persians and the Aryans of India. To them,
Mathras was an "angel of light" or the "heavenly light". It is used in modern Masonry under the
symbol of the T square.

Although the cross was used as a symbol by early Christians, the crucifix, i.e. depictions of the
crucifixion scene, were rare prior to the 5th century; some engraved gems thought to be 2nd or 3rd
century have survived, but the subject does not appear in the art of the Catacombs of Rome.

The shamrock

The shamrock has become a huge symbol in Ireland in large part because the plant is everywhere,
but also because of its connection to St. Patrick. Patrick is reported to have used the shamrock as
a way to explain the mystery of the Trinity to the Irish people.

Instances of the St Thomas cross, a Greek cross with clover leaf edges, popular in southern India,
date to about the 6th century.
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The Patriarchal cross, a Latin cross with an additional horizontal bar, first appears in the 10th
century.

The purported discovery of the True Cross by Constantine's mother, Helena, and the development
of Golgotha as a site for pilgrimage led to a change of attitude. It was probably in Palestine that
the image developed, and many of the earliest depictions are on the Monza ampullae, small metal
flasks for holy oil, that were pilgrim's souvenirs from the Holy Land, as well as 5th century ivory
reliefs from Italy.

The Monza ampullae,
a small metal flask for holy oil, that were pilgrim's souvenirs from the Holy Land.

In the early medieval period, the plain cross became depicted as the crux gemmata, covered with
jewels, as many real early medieval processional crosses in goldsmith work were. The first
depictions of crucifixion displaying suffering are believed to have arisen in Byzantine art, where the
"S"-shaped slumped body type was developed. Early Western examples include the Gero Cross
and the reverse of the Cross of Lothair, both from the end of the 10th century.

Marie-Madeleine Davy (1977) described in great detail Romanesque Symbolism as it developed in
the Middle Ages in Western Europe.

Examples from the 6th century are part of the collection at the Monza cathedral in Italy. In the
crucifixion scene, just the head of a bearded Christ is shown above a floriated cross. The thieves
are shown on either side in a cruciform position. Two figures kneel on either side of the cross. A
tomb scene is shown underneath.
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Alpha and Omega

Jesus depicted with the alpha and omega letters in the catacombs of Rome from the 4th century

The use since the earliest Christianity of the first and the last letters of the Greek alphabet, alpha
(α or Α) and omega (ω or Ω), derives from the statement said by Jesus (or God) himself "I am
Alpha and Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End" (Revelation 22:13, also 1:8
and 21:6). This sign is seen in combination with other signs all the time.

Staurogram

A Tau Rho staurogram in P75, Mater Verbi (Bodmer) Papyrus.
Dated paleographically to the third century (with most scholars tending toward the earlier half of
that century). Contains major portions of Luke and John. The Greek text of this codex is a
representative of the Alexandrian, closer to Codex Vaticanus than to Codex Sinaiticus.

A staurogram used as τρ-ligature part of the spelling of the word σταυρον (as ϲ(τρ)ον) in Luke
14:27 (Papyrus Bodmer XIV-XV, 2nd century)

The Staurogram ⳨ (from the Greek σταυρός, i.e. cross), also Monogrammatic Cross or Tau-

Rho symbol, is composed by a tau (Τ) superimposed on a rho (Ρ). The Staurogram was first used
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to abbreviate the Greek word for cross in very early New Testament manuscripts such as P66,
P45 and P75, almost like a nomen sacrum, and may visually have represented Jesus on the cross.

Ephrem the Syrian in the 4th-century explained these two united letters stating that the tau refers
to the cross, and the rho refers to the Greek word "help" (Βoήθια; proper spelling: Βoήθεια) which
has the numerological value in Greek of 100 as the letter rho has. In such a way the symbol
expresses the idea that the Cross saves. The two letters tau and rho can also be found separately
as symbols on early Christian ossuaries.

Larry Hurtado describes how a symbol known as a staurogram is created out of the Greek letters
tau-rho: “In Greek, the language of the early church, the capital tau, or T, looks pretty much like
our T. The capital rho, or R, however, is written like our P. If you superimpose the two letters, it

looks something like this: . The earliest Christian uses of this tau-rho combination make up
what is known as a staurogram. In Greek the verb to ‘crucify’ is stauroō; a ‘cross’ is a stauros…
[these letters produce] a pictographic representation of a crucified figure hanging on a cross—
used in the Greek words for ‘crucify’ and ‘cross.’”

The tau-rho staurogram is one of several christograms, or monogram-like devices used by
ancient Christians, to refer to Jesus. However, Larry Hurtado points out that the staurogram only
refers to the crucifixion, unlike others, which mention Jesus’ other characteristics. Also, the
staurogram is visual—the tau-rho combinations create images of Jesus on the cross, making the
staurogram the earliest Christian images of Jesus on the cross.

The Monogrammatic Cross was later seen also as a variation of the Chi Rho symbol, and it spread
over Western Europe in the 5th and 6th centuries.

A solidus minted under Anastasius I Dicorus (struck in Constantinople between 507–518). On the
obverse is Victory standing left, holding a staff surmounted by a staurogram.

Justin II (565-578) Maurice Tiberius. (582-602.)
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The Tau Rho in a church mosaic at Moshav Aluma, Israel; dated ca. 500 CE. The addition of the
alpha/omega to the Tau Rho is typical for the late-4th century and after.

The Alexamenos graffito is an inscription carved in plaster on a wall near the Palatine Hill in Rome,
now in the Palatine Antiquarium Museum.

The image depicts a human-like figure affixed to a cross and possessing the head of a donkey. In
the top right of the image is what has been interpreted as either the Greek letter upsilon or a tau

cross.
http://origins-of-christianity.blogspot.in/2015/01/tau-rho-staurogram-also-not-christogram.html
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Chi Rho

The Chi Rho is formed by superimposing the first two (capital) letters chi and rho (ΧΡ) of the Greek word "ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ"
=Christ in such a way to produce the monogram. Widespread in ancient Christianity, it was the symbol used by the
Roman emperor Constantine I as vexillum (named Labarum).

This earthenware bowl was found in a Roman catacomb on the Via Appia. On the exterior (left) is the

sign of “Christ,” the “Messiah.” On the inside (right) are the apostles Peter and Paul. The bowl dates to

the mid-fourth century, the period when Christians began to mark cups, bowls and dinnerware with

Christian signs. Prior to then, even fancy dishes from wealthier Christian homes—like the silver used

in Clement of Alexandria’s day—lacked explicit Christian signs or symbols. Images: Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York. Open Access, inventory number 52.25.1

Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Ravenna 5th century
http://www.hubert-herald.nl/Christogram.htm
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Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Ravenna 5th century
Crowned christogram between two staurograms

and an achievement of a clipeus with a christogram supported by two peacocks.
Sarcophagus in the Sant´Apollinare in Classe in Ravenna. The inscription reads: HIC

REQUIESCAT IN PACE THEODORVS VB ARCHIEPISCOPVS.
http://www.hubert-herald.nl/Christogram.htm

Sarcophagus of the Resurrection. The oldest and grandest passion-sarcophagus. The cross of
the Christ monogram and laurel refers to Christ's victory over death. Originating from the
catacomb of Domitilla.
http://www.belpaese.nl/cgi-bin/photodet ... mer=091297
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The chi rho also known as the, Chrismon, Labarum, or the Monogram of Christ is the earliest
known Christian monogram and dates back to the Roman emperor Constantine (AD 306-337). It is
formed by superimposing the first two (capital) letters chi and rho (XP) of the Greek word
“Χριστος” =CHRIST in such a way as to produce the monogram. Though there are many variation
of Chi-Rho, most commonly, it consists of the overlaying of the two letters, and oftentimes
surrounded by a circle.

It is said that Constantine saw this symbol in the sky on 27th October 312 AD, the day before an
important battle on Milvian Bridge in Rome, and he heard the message “by this sign, conquer”.
Thus, he adopted the symbol for his army and won the war. Though the truth of this story is
questionable. The original labarum, designed under the emperor’s direction on the day
subsequent to the appearance of the “cross of light”, is described by the roman historian Eusebius
of Caesarea as “a long spear, overlaid with gold”, which with a transverse bar formed the figure of
a cross. “On the top of the whole was fixed a wreath of gold and precious stones, and within this
the symbol of the Savior’s name, two letters indicating the name of Christ by means of the initial
letters, the letter X intersection P at the center.”

Constantinian monogram: composed of two letters in Greek X (chi) and R (ro) intertwined: these form the first
letters of Christ’s name in Greek (Christòs). They’re found mostly after the beginning of the Constantinian era
(from 312 to 337).
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IH Monogram

Early use of a globus cruciger on a solidus minted by Leontios (r. 695–698); on the obverse, a
stepped cross in the shape of a Iota Eta monogram.

Early use of a globus cruciger on a solidus minted by Leontios (r. 695–698); on the obverse, a
stepped cross in the shape of a Iota Eta monogram.

Early use of a globus cruciger on a solidus minted by Leontios (r. 695–698); on the obverse, a
stepped cross in the shape of a Iota Eta monogram.

The first two letters of the name of Jesus in Greek, iota (Ι) and eta (Η), sometime superimposed
one on the other, or the numeric value 18 of ΙΗ in Greek, was a well known and very early way to
represent Christ.This symbol was already explained in the Epistle of Barnabas and by Clement
of Alexandria.

Towards the close of the Middle Ages IHS became a symbol, quite like the Chi-Rho in the
Constantinian period. Sometimes above the H appears a cross and underneath three nails, while
the whole figure is surrounded by rays.

IHS Monogram
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IHS monogram, with kneeling angels, atop the main altar, Church of the Gesu Rome.

In the Latin-speaking Christians of medieval Western Europe and also among Catholics and
Protestants today, the most common Christogram is “IHS” or “IHC,” derived from the first three
letters of the Greek name of Jesus, iota-eta-sigma or ΙΗΣ. “IHS” is sometimes interpreted as
meaning Jesus Hominum Salvator (“Jesus, Savior of men,” in Latin), or connected with In Hoc
Signo. Some uses have even been created for the English language, where “IHS” is interpreted as
an abbreviation of “I Have Suffered” or “In His Service.” Such interpretations are known as
backronyms. Its use in the West originated with St. Bernardine of Siena, a thirteenth century priest
who popularized the use of the three letters on the background of a blazing sun to displace both
popular pagan symbols and seals of political factions like the Guelphs and Ghibellines in public
spaces
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IHS monogram, Montmorency, France Jesuit sign

IX

A IX Monogram from a 4th century Sarcophagus from Constantinople.
The IX monogram is formed by superimposing the first capital letters of the Greek word for Jesus
and Christ i.e. Iota and Chi therefore IX. Another explanation for the monogram is given by
Iranaeus and Pachomius . They thought because the numeric value of Iota is 10 and chi is the
initial of the word “Christ” (ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ in Greek) which has 8 letters, they calculated 888 ((10*8) *10)
+ ((10*8) +8) which was a number already known to represent Jesus, being the sum of the value
of the letters of the name “Jesus” (IHΣΟΥΣ) (10+8+200+70+400+200. The monogram can be
found on the monuments of the cemetery of St. Callistus.

Similar to the Chi-Rho, this ancient symbol of the name of Jesus is also two letters jammed
together, though it looks more like the spokes of a wheel to us. In fact, it's the Greek letter Iota (I)
stuck into the letter Chi (X). Again, these are, respectively, the first letters of the Greek names for
Jesus and Christ. A similar symbol is the IH monogram (the I bisecting the H), which stands for the
first two letters of "Jesus."
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INRI:

This is another one that I've often seen on crosses, even in evangelical churches. This set of
letters is an acronym that comes to us from Latin. It's the first letters of the words that make up the
famous message posted above Christ on the cross: "Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews." In Latin,
this is Iēsus Nazarēnus, Rēx Iūdaeōrum. So if you take the first letter of each word, it's INRI.
Occasionally, you might see the Greek variant pop up, which would be INBI (the difference being
that the word for "king" is Rex in Latin but Basileus in Greek).

Along the walls of the basilica and of the galleries in the catacombs there are numerous symbols.
Carved onto the walls of the tombs, on the marble coverings or the lime that sealed them - they all
refer to the faith of the deceased.

CROSSES GALORE
Every culture developed their own statement of faith through various forms of crosses. We

cannot deal with them all here. Here are a few out of the many.

Greek Cross Latin Cross Patriarchial Cross

Patriarchal cross (three-bar cross)Also called an archiepiscopal cross or a crux gemina. A double
cross, with the two crossbars near the top. The upper one is shorter, representing the plaque
nailed to Jesus' cross. Similar to the Cross of Lorraine, though in the original version of the latter,
the bottom arm is lower.
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The Eastern Orthodox cross adds a slanted bar near the foot. The cross has three horizontal
crossbeams—the top one represents the plate which in the older Greek tradition is inscribed with a
phrase based on John's Gospel "The King of Glory", but in later images it represents INRI, and the
bottom one, a footrest. In many depictions, the side to Christ's right is higher. This is because the
footrest slants upward toward the penitent thief St. Dismas, who was (according to
tradition[citation needed]) crucified on Jesus' right, and downward toward impenitent thief Gestas.
It is also a common perception that the foot-rest points up, toward Heaven, on Christ’s right hand-
side, and downward, to Hades, on Christ’s left. One of the Orthodox Church’s Friday prayers
clearly explains the meaning: "In the midst, between two thieves, was Your Cross found as the
balance-beam of righteousness; For while one was led down to hell by the burden of his
blaspheming, the other was lightened of his sins unto the knowledge of things divine, O Christ God
glory to You."

Papal Crosses

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Crosses_by_form

For other cross forms see: http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/index-all.html
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V

CONCEPT BASED SYMBOLS

THE GOOD SHEPHERD

The Good Shepherd: a man dressed like a shepherd carrying a sheep on his shoulders is a symbol of Christ the
Saviour and of the Soul He has saved.

Christ was often depicted symbolically as the Good Shepherd. Paintings of Jesus didn't appear
until about the Fifth Century. Catacombs. A 3rd-century painting of the Good Shepherd in the
Catacomb of Callixtus.

The image of the Good Shepherd, often with a sheep on his shoulders, is the most common of the symbolic
representations of Christ found in the Catacombs of Rome, and it is related to the Parable of the Lost Sheep. Initially it
was also understood as a symbol like others used in Early Christian art. By about the 5th century the figure more often
took on the appearance of the conventional depiction of Christ, as it had developed by this time, and was given a halo

and rich robes.
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DOVE

A dove with an olive branch, Catacombs of Domitilla, Rome and Catacomb of S. Sebastiano,
Rome.

The dove as a Christian symbol is of very frequent occurrence in ancient ecclesiastical art.
According to Matthew 3:16, during the Baptism of Jesus the Holy Spirit descended like a dove and
came to rest on Jesus. For this reason the dove became a symbol of the Holy Spirit and in
general it occurs frequently in connection with early representations of baptism. It signifies also the
Christian soul, not the human soul as such, but as indwelt by the Holy Spirit; especially, therefore,
as freed from the toils of the flesh and entered into rest and glory. The Peristerium or Eucharistic
dove was often used in the past, and sometime still used in Eastern Christianity, as Church
tabernacle.

However the more ancient explanation of the dove as a Christian symbol refers to it as a symbol of
Christ: Irenaeus in the 2nd century explains that the number 801 is both the numerological value
of the sum in Greek of the letters of the word "dove" (Greek: περιστερά) and the sum of the values
of the letters Alpha and Omega, which refers to Christ. In the Bible story of Noah and the Flood,
after the flood a dove returns to Noah bringing an olive branch as a sign that the water had
receded, and this scene recalled to the Church Fathers Christ who brings salvation through the
cross. This biblical scene led to interpreting the dove also as a symbol of peace.
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PEACOCK

Two peacocks, symbolizing paradise and immortality, on a fragment from an eighth century
ciborium from a church in Italy
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Two peacocks, symbolizing paradise and immortality, on a fragment from an eighth century
ciborium from a church in Italy

Ancient Greeks believed that the flesh of peafowl did not decay after death, and so it became a
symbol of immortality. This symbolism was adopted by early Christianity, and thus many early
Christian paintings and mosaics show the peacock. The peacock is still used in the Easter season
especially in the east.
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In Greek mythology the peacock is associated with Hera. The legend is, Hera had turned her
guard, Argus, and his 100 eyes into a peacock. So the tail feathers represent heaven and the
"eyes" as stars. For the Greeks, the peacock symbolized the "all-seeing knowledge" of the
heavens. The "eyes" in the peacock's tail feathers symbolise the all-seeing God and - in some
interpretations - the Church.

A peacock drinking from a vase is used as a symbol of a Christian believer
drinking from the waters of eternal life. The peacock can also symbolise the
cosmos if one interprets its tail with its many "eyes" as the vault of heaven

dotted by the sun, moon, and stars. By adoption of old Persian and Babylonian
symbolism, in which the peacock was associated with Paradise and the Tree of
Life, the bird is again associated with immortality. In Christian iconography the

peacock is often depicted next to the Tree of Life.
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PELICAN

The symbolism of the mother pelican feeding her little baby pelicans is rooted in an ancient legend
which preceded Christianity. The legend was that in time of famine, the mother pelican wounded
herself, striking her breast with the beak to feed her young with her blood to prevent starvation.
Another version of the legend was that the mother fed her dying young with her blood to revive
them from death, but in turn lost her own life.

Given this tradition, one can easily see why the early Christians adapted it to symbolize our Lord,
Jesus Christ. The pelican symbolizes Jesus our Redeemer who gave His life for our redemption
and the atonement He made through His passion and death. We were dead to sin and have found
new life through the Blood of Christ. Moreover, Jesus continues to feed us with His body and blood
in the holy Eucharist.

This tradition and others is found in the Physiologus, an early Christian work which appeared in
the second century in Alexandria, Egypt. Written by an anonymous author, the Physiologus
recorded legends of animals and gave each an allegorical interpretation.

For instance the phoenix, which burns itself to death and rises on the third day from the ashes,
symbolizes Christ who died for our sins and rose on the third day to give us the promise of
everlasting life.

The unicorn which only allows itself to be captured in the lap of a pure virgin, symbolizes the
incarnation.

Here too the legend of the pelican feeding her young is described: "The little pelicans strike their
parents, and the parents, striking back, kill them. But on the third day the mother pelican strikes
and opens her side and pours blood over her dead young. In this way they are revivified and made
well. So Our Lord Jesus Christ says also through the prophet Isaiah: I have brought up children
and exalted them, but they have despised me (Is 1:2). We struck God by serving the creature
rather than the Creator. Therefore He deigned to ascend the cross, and when His side was
pierced, blood and water gushed forth unto our salvation and eternal life." This work was noted by
St. Epiphanius, St. Basil and St. Peter of Alexandria. It was also popular in the Middle Ages and
was a source for the symbols used in the various stone carvings and other artwork of that period.
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San Callisto is the largest catacomb with more than thirteen miles of under ground passages.
Many wall paintings of Christian symbols‘ such as the anchor, fish. dove, lamb. ship, or a praying
figure. decorates its four levels or passages.

ANCHOR

So this image in the catacombs of St. Sebastian is one of the oldest examples of the cross, which
is cleverly hidden in the anchor. While the anchor originated as a general symbol of hope, it
became a symbol for hope in Christ of the cross.
“We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure. It enters the inner
sanctuary behind the curtain, where Jesus, who went before us, has entered on our behalf.
He has become a high priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek." (Hebrews 6:19-20)

"When the early Christians did represent the sign of the cross on their monuments, nearly
all sepulchral in character, they felt obliged to disguise it in some artistic and symbolical way.
One of the oldest of the symbols of the cross is the anchor. Originally a symbol of hope
in general, the anchor takes on in this way a much higher meaning: that of hope based on
the Cross of Christ. The similarity of the anchor to the cross made the former an admirable
Christian symbol." (Orazio Marucchi, "Archaeology of the Cross and Crucifix," Catholic
Encyclopedia (1908), Vol. 4)
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The anchor is found in the first century cemetery of St. Domitilla, the second and third century
epitaphs of the catacombs, and especially in the oldest parts of the cemeteries of Sts. Priscilla
(about 70 examples in this cemetery alone), Domitilla, Calixtus, and the Coemetarium majus.

Christians adopted the anchor as a symbol of hope in future existence because the anchor was
regarded in ancient times as a symbol of safety. For Christians, Christ is the unfailing hope of all
who believe in him: Saint Peter, Saint Paul, and several of the early Church Fathers speak in this
sense. The Epistle to the Hebrews 6:19-20 for the first time connects the idea of hope with the
symbol of the anchor.
The well-known fragment of the inscription discovered in the cemetery of St. Domitilla — which De
Rossi reads (sepulc)rum (Flavi)orum— contains the anchor, and dates from the end of the first
century. During the second and third centuries the anchor occurs frequently in the epitaphs of the
catacombs, and particularly in the most ancient parts of the cemeteries of Sts. Priscilla, Domitilla,
Calixtus, and the Coemetarium majus. About seventy examples of it have been found in the
cemetery of Priscilla alone, prior to the fourth century. In the oldest of these (second century) the
anchor is found associated with such expressions as pax tecum, pax tibi, in pace, thus
expressing the firm hope of the authors of these inscriptions that their friends have been admitted
to Heaven. The anchor is also found in association with proper names formed from the Latin or the
Greek term for hope — spes, elpis. St. Ambrose evidently had this symbol in mind when he wrote
(In. Ep. ad Hebrews 6): "As the anchor thrown from a ship prevents this from being borne about,
but holds it securely, so faith, strengthened by hope," etc.

A fragment of inscription discovered in the catacomb of St. Domitilla contains the anchor, and
dates from the end of the 1st century. During the 2nd and 3rd centuries the anchor occurs
frequently in the epitaphs of the catacombs. The most common form of anchor found in early
Christian images was that in which one extremity terminates in a ring adjoining the cross-bar while
the other ends in two curved branches or an arrowhead; There are, however, many deviations
from this form. In general the anchor can symbolize hope, steadfastness, calm and composure.
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The Anchor: is read as a symbol hidden in the Cross representing the Christian’s salvation in God and the arrival of
the soul in the harbor of the eternal life.

Christian Roman epitaph of Atimetus from the catacombs of St. Sebastian on the Via Appia,
Rome. Inscription flanked by Christian symbols, an anchor and a fish.
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VI

ST. THOMAS CROSS

St.Thomas the Apostle of Jesus first landed in Taxila (in today’s Pakisthan) in around 40 AD and
had a successful mission around there until 51 AD when the Kingdom of Gondaphores
succumbed to invasion by the Kushans. He then proceeded to the Southern India and having
stopped in the island of Socotra near Yemen, he landed in Kidangallur in Kerala in AD 52. He
had a very successful mission in India till his martyrdom in AD 72. Thus he had over 30 years of
ministry all over India.

The major religion at that time all over India were Buddhism and Jainism alongside of the
Dravidian Upanishadic Brahmanism
� Upanishadic Brahmanism was very similar or even identical to Judaism emphasizing extreme

monotheism with no concept of a redeemer nor incarnation.
� Buddhism and Jainism were rationalistic religion trying to avoid the intrusion of a God but

heavily subscribed to the idea of reincarnation as the principle of conservation of life.

Upanishadic Dravidic teachers have emphasized the Brahman the God of Abraham as the
supreme Person who forms the entire cosmos within him but a God who is the off shoot of Rudra -
a God who is highly legalistic defined as:
“The LORD, the LORD God, compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in
lovingkindness and truth; who keeps lovingkindness for thousands, who forgives iniquity,
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transgression and sin; yet He will by no means leave the guilty unpunished, visiting the iniquity of
fathers on the children and on the grandchildren to the third and fourth generations."

Thus into this came Thomas with
The concept of Trinity
God as Love
God who sacrifice himself for his creation
Jesus as the incarnation who took the form of man to redeem mankind.

These were totally new to the Indian religions as it was to the Jews of Jesus’ time

Evidently these were presented in culturally relevant forms and cross as a symbol would not have
made much meaning to Indians since crucifixion was typically only a Roman form of execution.
Thus we would not expect cross as a symbol of Christianity even among the Jews as they came
into India long before the Romans made their way into Palestine.

Thus we are not surprised not to find crosses in connection with Christianity until several centuries.
Nearest symbolisation to the cross in India is the Trishul or Trident of Shiva as Jayaram points out
(http://www.hinduwebsite.com/hinduism/h_christianity.asp). However Trishul did not appear until
around 200 AD when Rudra evolved into Shiva. Saivism and Vaishnavism and other sixfold
denominations evolved only under the influence of Thomas, when the Dravidians- Children of
Abraham - came in contact with Thomas. It was the same conflict that Jesus had with the
extreme monotheism of Jews that Thomas himself faced among the Brahman followers of Dravids.
Just as this conflict led to the crucifixion of Jesus, this led to the execution of Thomas with spears.
Here the instrument of execution was a spear and not a cross. Thus Trisul appears both as a
cross and as a spear in the hand of Shiva. In the Christian symbolism, the martyrs are presented
in pictures and icons with their execution tools. Thus we could think of Trishul as the symbol of
cross just as Thomas is represented with a spear in his hand.
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.
Cross compared to Trishul, both appeared as a sign almost at the same time frame

(see my book on “Evolution of Saivism”)

Jayram give a date of 5000BC for Trishul- http://www.hinduwebsite.com/hinduism/h_christianity.asp

If Saivism along with other forms was one of the early forms of Christianity as brought in by
Thomas before it took away the Historic Jesus as the incarnation of God for the redemption of
mankind the comparison will take new meaning. For the first time the word for God came to be
Iswara which came from Iso Paran which simply translated means Jesus(Iso) is Lord(Paran) the
confession of Thomas.

As we see now Cross does not appear in the Indian scene until the sixth century nor was the
spear of Thomas. This needs to be explained.

St. Thomas

For one, crucifixion nor substitutionary sacrifices were not even remotely central to the message of
Thomas. Thomas recognized Jesus as “My Lord and My God” where the obvious emphazis was
the resurrection and defeat of death. Thus incarnation - that the Lord God who is Love, took the
form of man through the womb of a woman - was emphasized. This was also the teaching of all
Eastern Churches. Hence it is understandable that cross did not appear in Thomasian areas until
theologians introduced it as an icon much later.

The question however is why did it appear all of a sudden around 6th or 7th century AD. An
analysis of the historical events of Christian growth should reveal the secret or lost reason.
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Malabar Coast was a hub of the international maritime trade of the period and hence the coming of
Thomas and the Christian community which was always in contact with their brothers and sisters
in the rest of the world were obviously present right from the beginning.

� Merchants from West Asia and Southern Europe established coastal posts and settlements in
Kerala.

� Jewish connection with Kerala started as early as 573 BC.
� Arabs also had trade links with Kerala, possibly started before the 4th century BC, as

Herodotus (484–413 BC) noted that goods brought by Arabs from Kerala were sold to the
Jews at Eden.

Though Apostle Thomas landed in Kerala by AD 52 and ministered till 72 AD, a look at the secular
history do not even mention any presence of a group called Christians or Nasranis nor People of
the Way. This has led to some historians even to propose that the Ministry of Thomas in India is
a myth which of course is what the Hindutavas really wanted and hence take it upon them. The
presence of Buddhism and Jainism is amply stated but no Christian community is described as a
serious presence. In fact it goes way beyond to delete all mention of them.

There is another religious group who hid themselves in this process under cover. They are the
Manichaens, a Gnostic group who were experts in syncretisation. They were advocates of
Gnana Yoga - salvation through Gnosis or divine knowledge. This was the “New Age” of that
period.

MANICHAEISM

Manichaeism was a major religious movement that was founded by the Iranian prophet Mani
( Manichaeus or Manes; c. 216–276 AD) in the Sasanian Empire.

Manichaeism taught an elaborate dualistic cosmology describing the struggle between a good
spiritual world of light, and an evil material world of darkness. Through an ongoing process which
takes place in human history, light is gradually removed from the world of matter and returned to
the world of light, whence it came.

Manichaeism was quickly successful and spread far through the Aramaic-Syriac speaking regions.
It thrived between the third and seventh centuries, and at its height was one of the most
widespread religions in the world. Manichaean churches and scriptures existed as far east as
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China and as far west as the Roman Empire. It was briefly the main rival to Christianity in the
competition to replace classical paganism. Manichaeism survived longer in the east than in the
west, and it appears to have finally faded away after the 14th century. According to the Cologne
Mani-Codex, Mani's parents were members of the Jewish Christian Gnostic sect known as the
Elcesaites.

According to one tradition it was Mani himself who invented the unique version of the Syriac script
called Manichaean script, which was used in all of the Manichaean works

Mani began missionary expeditions. After failing to win the favour of the next generation of Persian
royalty, and incurring the disapproval of the Zoroastrian clergy, Mani is reported to have died in
prison awaiting execution by the Persian Emperor Bahram I. The date of his death is estimated at
AD 276–277.

Mani believed that the teachings of Buddha, Zoroaster, and Jesus were incomplete and locality
based, and that his revelations were for the entire world, calling his teachings the "Religion of
Light”. He himself was the “Subhra Manian”. He claimed to be the Paraclete of the Truth, as
promised in the New Testament. Since Jesus was the light of the world they denied the concept of
incarnation. Jesus the Messiah was truly born at his baptism as it was on that occasion that the
Father openly acknowledged his sonship. The suffering, death and resurrection of this Jesus were
in appearance only as they had no salvific value but were an exemplum of the suffering and
eventual deliverance of the human Mani declared himself as the Apostle of Jesus.

Due to the heavy persecution, the religion almost disappeared from western Europe in the 5th
century and from the eastern portion of the empire in the 6th century. But in India it won the war
against Christianity and transformed it into the religion known today as Hinduism. Actually the
name Hinduism was given by the Eurpeans when they confrontedd numerous forms of religions in
various parts of India. So they classified religions in India as, Christians, Muslims, Buddhist, Jains
and all others as Hinduism. The Gnostic Manicaens called themselfs as Sanatana Dharma or the
Way which is from the beginning of time. Today we call it as New Age. In India it was supported by
the Pallavas who were migrants from the Persia and who were able to defeat the Mahabali
Kingdom of confederaion of chiefdoms of India from North to South. By the 8th century the
Kalabhras were totally defaced and even their history and memory were erased by the
Upanishadic Brahmins (whe were essentially Dravids who developed the concept of Brahman. By
the 8th century this was propounded by a youth named Sankara Acharya of Kaladi, Kerala who
lived in the midst of the Nasrani Mapillai. His theology was called Advaita - the theology of
absolute Monism. This was nothing new since the Abrahamic Dravidian Brahmins already had the
Brahman concept fully developed. Absolute Monism was already part of the secret teachings of
the Upanishad and it came to be written down in newly developed language of Sanskrit by the 3rd

century AD.

Like nearly every religious founder or seeker; Mani (216–277 C.E.), a Parthian raised in
Mesopotamia in an Aramaic-speaking Jewish-Christian community known as the Elchasaites
visited India in 240 A.D. On his return to Mesopotamia(modern-day Iraq); he broke with the
Elchasaites and founded his own religion.

However we have very little information on Mani’s activities and its results in India itself.
But we can discern them from the writings of Mani himself and others.
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Mani himself went to Taxila in around 241 AD. There are Christian references that he went as far
as Kerala into the kingdom of Ayr (todays Ayroor) where he was met by Bardesanes (who himself
was a Gnostic and who was influencial in the formation of Manichaeism but returned to Christianity)
and was defeated by him in direct confrontation debates. After his ministry in India Mani returned
to Persia and sent his own father and a disciple by the name Toma (Thomas) to follow up the
evangelism. This Manichaen religion is indeed what is claimed as Hinduism. It claims to be now
the Universal Religion which existed from the beginning of time - Sanatana Dharma.
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As a result when the Gnostic (Hindu) persecution broke out in the Chola and Pandya region, many
believers fled to Malabar. One such mention is seen in the Palm Leaf documents.

“AD 293. The Vallala converts to Christianity in Kavery Poopattanam were persecuted by their
King. So 72 families embarked on a ship and came to Korakkeni (Kollam, Quilon) where there
were Christians at that time.”

This is followed by another citation, which says:
“ AD 315 A certain sorcerer called Manikka Vachakar came (to Kollam) and converted back to
Hinduism 116 persons belonging to eight of the 72 families from Puhur”
This story is also cited by other historians such as Moraes , White House, and Ittup.

Another Palm Leaf says:
“A certain sorcerer called Manikka Vachakar came to Kollam and converted back to Hinduism 116
persons belonging to 72 families from Puhur, 4 of about half a dozen families subsequently came
from Coromandel Coast (perhaps from Puhur itself) and 20 families of local Christians
(presumably from Quilon)”.
Pam-leaf quotation.
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
http://research.charyar.com/manichaeism-in-india.php Worldwide Conference for Historical Research:

According to Dr. Char Yar, "Manichaeism was well established in Northern India and had a
strong Buddhist expression in its internal working along with a strong traditional Hindu

imagery."

"It would appear that Manichaeans existed throughout India, north to south, as late as the latter
20th century in small pockets among their Hindu neighbors."

"Under the direction of Mani, a missionary post was established in Kanchipuram in Tamil Nadu not
too far from Chennai."

"Vishnu, Krishna, Buddha, Mani and various others were identified as Messengers of Light or a
manifestation of one of the previous Messengers."

"Brahma, Shiva, Vishnu, and Ganesha are four aspects which were highly regarded by
Manichaeans of India. These were viewed as aspects of the supreme God and of the Divine
Teacher:

Ganesha is also associated with Mithra and Mani, serving as a symbol of the 'Lord of Wisdom'
sent from the supreme God as the Divine Teacher (Supreme Guru) and the King of Truth and
Light, Apostle of Light, Messenger of Truth."

"Vishnu (or Narayana), Ganesha, Buddha and Mani were four of the most common images or
statutes found in homes just as imagery depicting Vishnu could be found in homes of the
Manichaeans in Cambodia and Thailand."
"Manichaeans developed an elaborate puja ritual that was practiced on Friday evening before
sundown in anticipation of the blessing of Sabbath and the presence of God's
Messenger.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

These observations based on research in Manichaens indicate how closely they reflect the
modern Hinduism as practiced today. Evidently according to the usual practice of Manchaeism,
they generated a syncretic religion which as I have argued in my book on “Emergence of Hinduism
from Christianity” ls indeed the Hinduism as we know today.

The images of Mani is also permanently imprinted in the Hinduism.

It is of special interest to note that there were no anthropomorphic icons of Murukan in South India
or Sri Lanka before the third and fourth century A.D.

"Mani was often symbolically represented with the image of a peacock and sometimes as with the
imagery of Murugan. At least some Manichaean circles strongly identified Mani with Murugan
Kartikeya. There are prayers referring to the 'Vel' (spear) of the Messenger Mani which he uses to
pierce the darkness and evil; the prayers speak of the Mother of Life giving the spear to him for
divine work. Murugan is often depicted as holding the Vel."

The spear “Vel” comes from Velicham which means light or illumination symbolizing rationality as
the basis of Gnosis.
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The teachers of Manicheism are known to Hindu history are Manicha Vachagar which translates
as the Prophet of Mani.

Manicha vachagar

In the Gnostic tradition, Subhra Manian (the luminous Jewel) is analogous to the first eternal youth,
son of the Goddess Sophia (in Hinduism is called Sakthi, the Power of Wisdom, wife of Siva), who
in the process of creating and governing the universe divided herself into “sons.”
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Through his manifestation as a snake, the Peacock Angel is also analogous with the Gnostic
understanding of the Serpent on the Tree in the Garden of Eden. As opposed to the Christian
viewpoint,the Gnostics recognize the Serpent of Eden to be their primal instructor and savior. They
claim that the Serpent was specially sent down from Heaven to the Garden of Eden by Sophia in
order to help awaken Adam and Eve to their divine nature. Serpent on the Tree is now resides in
every human body and is known under the science (Tantra) of Kundalini which must be
awakened to realize one’s divine nature as Sons of God . Kundalini coils around the Tree of Life,
the human spine, and brings a seeker knowledge of his or her divine nature as it climbs up the
tree and awakens the inner centers of gnostic wisdom, the chakras.

Towards the end of Sangam age, around 6th century almost the same period as the appearance of
the Marthoma cross; Brahmins migrated into this region of Kerala and by about the 8th century, a
chain of Brahmin settlements had come up; a large number of which were in Central Kerala. They
apparently used the suicide squads to finalize the contquest of Kerala and make their own small
kingdoms. The process of Brahminisation or Sanskritisation began. Temples were constructed,
Nambudiri community was evolved. This myth is given as the Vishnu avatar of Parasu Rama
(Rama of the Sword) and the re-emergence or conques of Kerala from the Sea. Has this got any
relation with the sudden appearance of Marthoma Crosses?

This conquest resulted in the whole of Kerala to be covered by a network of temple centered
Brahmin settlements. Under their control, these settlements esstablished Kshatriya Kingdoms in
place of the Mahabali Christian Kingdom.

The Mahabali Nadu of casteless, classless society was replaced by caste based Kerala by the
occupied Brahmins.

Above all the history from the third to sixth century was wiped out for Kerala and Tamil Nadu.

Why? Simply because it was ruled by a Mahabali (Great Sacrifice) people. This story is told in the
deceit of Vamana and pushing down of the virtuous King Mahabali down to the lower parts of the
world in Kerala. This story is remembered by the Kerala every year in the celebration of the
expectation of the return of Mahabali during the festival of Onam.
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When the curtain rises, we have the vaishnavite Brahmins in power in Kerala and Pallava
Vaishnavites in power in Tamil Nadu. These North dominated Pallavas (Pahlavas - Persian origin
gnostic people completely blotted out the tribe of Mahabali - the Kalabhras and left it as an inter-
regnum. Such Damnatio memoriae (the Latin phrase literally meaning "condemnation of
memory," ) meaning that a person must not be remembered was common in early common era.
By definition, it would entail the complete and total erasure of the individual or community in
question from the historical record. This is exactly what happened in South Indian history from
around 200 to 850 AD.

Thus it was at the end of the Sangam age and the beginning of Brahminic migration and conquest
of Kerala by the Hindu Brahmins that we have the emergence of the St.Thomas Crosses which
should be considered as a definite statement of faith as opposed to the Gnosticised Saivite and
the Vaishnavites. The conquest was led by the Vaishnavite Pallavas who were from Persia, from
the home of Mani.

The Marthoma Cross itself was often called by historians as Manichaen Cross - only it was a
statement against Mani’s syncretism and seperation of Hindu Gnostic version of Christianity from
Christianity. It is these versions of Christianity that came to be known by the colonising
Europeans as Hinduism. When we understand these historical realities that are oftern
misrepresented or hidden by circumlocution and enigmatic statement everything else will fall in
the right place.

Apparently the controversey which for all purposes started probably from the 6th centry were
carried into the 9th century when the final seperation of Gnostic and Marthoma Christianity was
made by a synod during the period of Mar Sabor and Mar Prodh.

“Mar Sabor and Mar Proth came from the Mar Mattai monastery of Ninveh at the invitation of the
King Kuleshakara of Quilon (now known as Kollam) as an Authority for the Doctrine of Trinity
against the background of a Shivate Revival of Advaita Vedanta propounded by Adi Shankara.
“ The then ruling monarch, Iyyanadikal Thiruvadikal, welcomed the monks on their arrival and
showered them with special privileges and honours.

“The start of the Malayalam era (ME), also referred to as Kollavarsham, is associated with Kollam.
The era was started by these East Syrian Saints who settled in Korukeni Kollam, near to the
present Kollam. The start of the ME has been dated to 825 AD, when a great convention was held
in Kollam at the behest of King Kulashekhara. It also signified the independence of Malabar
from the Cheraman Perumals.”
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From the few historical statements of the period we should guess that the new era after the
Kalabhra period and the subsequent suicide squad movement to destory the many Christian
Churches led to a crisis in Kerala that demanded a resolution. The King of Kollam, Kulasekhara
Perumal called for this international synod to resolve the issue. We do not have any details about
the synod that ensued. All these documents were destroyed by interested parties as the rest of
the Kerala history. We know for certain that there were suicide squads who tried to burn and
destory these crosses as is clearly shown in the case of the Alengadu Cross. Gouvea describes
about a tradition of burning the Christian settlements in Alengad by the suicide squads of the
Kingdom of Parur.

The sudden appearance of the Marthoma cross may be considered as the statement of faith in the
face of this challenge of against Nasrani faith by Manichaeism.

At the same time the period also indicates the construction of a Saivite temple in the area. But
alongside of it we see Maruvan Sapir Iso built the Nilalkkal ashram near St. Thomas Church in
Chayal, Mar Sabor and Mar Proth moved to various villages and established churches including
Kadamattom Church, Akapparambu, Niranam-Built by ST.Thomas,Mar Sabor ruled according to
St.Thomas, Kadisha Church in Kollam, Kadisha Church in Kayamkulam and then finally to present
Thevalakkara Marth Mariam Orthodox Church

We should be looking at the interpretation of the cross in this historic and theological
context.

Evidently the whole context seem to establish the separation of the Gnostic Churches (which were
termed Hinduism in the 16th century by the colonists) and the Nasrani Christians. The
St.Thomas Crosses are a declaration of faith of the Nasrani.

This is in direct contrast with the theory of Dr. A.C. Burnell who asserts that the early Christians in
Kerala were really Manichaen Christians. He did not accept the Thomas traditions nor the
Apostolic mission of Thomas in India. For him the new cross was the manichaen cross. Our
above analysis simply shows that we may call the St.Thomas Cross as Manicaen in that it is an
assertion of the faith of the Nasranis in the face of the challenge of Manichaen Gnosticism. It
defined and asserted the faith once and for all delivered by the Apostle Thomas in the shoress of
Malabar. It is thus called St.Thomas Cross.

Saint Thomas Cross

In the 16th-century work Jornada, Antonio Gouvea writes of ornate crosses known as Saint
Thomas Crosses. It is also known as Nasrani Menorah or Mar Thoma Sliba. These crosses date
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from the 6th century and are found in a number of churches in Kerala, Mylapore and Goa. Jornada
is the oldest known written document to refer to this type of cross as a St. Thomas Cross. Gouvea
also writes about the veneration of the Cross at Cranganore, referring to the cross as “Cross of
Christians”. It is widely perceived as the symbol of Saint Thomas Christians.

Today it is widely used in churches all over Indian Christian Churches, especially in Kerala

PLACE AND DATES OF THE CROSSES

The crosses are at the following locations:

Tamil Nadu

� St. Thomas Mount, Tamil Nadu: The Cross is at Our Lady of Expectations Church under the
Roman Catholic diocese of Chingelpet (Madras-Mylapore).

Kerala
� Alangad, Kerala. This Cross is at St. Mary's Syro-Malabar Church under the Major

Archeparchy of Ernakulam-Angamaly of the Syro-Malabar Church. This Cross is considered
as the oldest cross in India.

� Kadamattam, Kerala. This Cross is at Kadamattom Church of the Oriental Orthodox Church.
� Muttuchira, Kerala. This Cross is at Ruha d' Kudsha Church under the eparchy of Palai of the

Syro-Malabar Catholic Church.
� Kottayam, Kerala. This Cross is at Kottayam Valiapally (St. Mary's Knananya Church). One

cross is considered of late origin (Ca 10th century).
� Kothanalloor, Kerala. This Cross is at St. Gervasis and Prothasis Church under the eparchy of

Palai of the Syro-Malabar Catholic Church.

Goa
� Agasaim, Goa. The Cross is now kept at Pilar Seminary Museum. This Cross is dated of 6th

Century.

Sri Lanka
� Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka. The Anuradhapura cross is kept at Anuradhapura museum. It was

found during excavations of Anuradhapura in 1912. This cross is considered as the oldest
cross in Sri Lanka.

Pakistan
� Taxila, Pakistan. The cross is kept at the Cathedral Church of the Resurrection, Lahore.

Other Recent ones
� An Indian Cross is depicted on the rock-piece at the front of the Parur (North) church, first

published in The St. Thomas Christian Encyclopaedia of India, Vol.II, 1973, Ed. George
Menachery.

� There is a St Thomas cross in stone on the porch of the Church of St Thomas the Apostle,
Killinghall, carved by Charles Mawer of Leeds.

Most of the Churches today has the Marthoma Cross in their churches acknowledging it as their
declaration of faith.
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Place Current placement Original Date
of the Cross

Tamil Nadu

Mylapore
(Madras- Saint
Thomas
Mount)

Our Lady of Expectations Church under the Latin
Catholic diocese of Chingelpet. This was the one that
was discovered first by the Portuguese.

8th Century.

Goa

Agassaim Pilar Seminary Museum. This Cross is dated of 6th
Century. The cross has been discovered by Fr. Cosme
Costa S.F.X near River Zuari at Agasaim in 2001.

8th Century

Kerala

Kadamattam St. George Syrian Church of the Malankara Jacobite
Syrian Orthodox Church. This Cross was found at the
southern wall of the Madbaha.

8th Century.

Muttuchira Holy Ghost Church under the diocese of Palai of the
Syro Malabar Church.

8th Century.

Kothanalloor St.Gervasis and Prothasis church under the diocese
of Palai of the Syro Malabar Church.

8th Century.

Kottayam St. Mary’s Church under the Southist diocese of the
Syriac Orthodox Church.

10th Century.
Kottayam 8th Century.
Alangad. St. Mary’s church under the diocese of Ernakulam-

Angamaly of the Syro Malabar Church. This is the
oldest cross.

8th Century.

Sri Lanka (Ceylon)

Anuradhapura Anuradhapura museum. (Similar crosses but not
really St,Thomas Cross)Anuradhapura

Pakistan

Taxila Anglican cathedral at Lahore. (similar cross - but not
exact)

Locations of later Mar Thoma Sliba scatter widely
Mapranam (AD 928) , Alleppey, Chennamangalam, Cherpunkal, Manjapra, Purakkad and so on.
We have examples of ancient churches with similar Crosses placed in the altar as reported by
early European visitors in Muttuchira , Quilon and Kumari Muttom and so on.

All Crosses date around 6th-8th century or later. Given the probable error in dating the exact
representation of St.Thomas Cross with all details all date may be from around 8th century and
are all from Kerala area. Since the crosses we have are all of stone, carbon dating is not possible
and I have not seen any data based on any scientific basis. Most datings are based on linguistic
analysis on inscriptions.

The St. Thomas crosses at Kottayam, Kadamattam, Muttuchira, Kothanalloor and Alangad are
said to be of postdate period between 6th-8th centuries. It is highly probable that the copies of the
cross of Mylapore, which was an important center of trade and settlement for the migrating
Christians, were later made and sent to the old churches of Malabar located in interior. These
crosses are considered to be copies of the Mylapore cross on the basis of the fact all these
crosses carry the same Pahlavi inscription as that of Mylapore and the churches where these
crosses are found were built at a later period after 8/9th centuries ( except the Muttuchira Church )
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They are found all over India where the ministry of St.Thomas was attributed in history. The
existence of the two crosses in Anuradhpura suggest the possible extension of Thomas ministry in
that area which were not previously known.

What we notice is that the crosses are below the River Cauvery (except the Taxila one which is
not a Marthoma cross) in the South India which covers exactly the Kingdom of Mahabali. Again
the crosses originated sometime after the sixth century. All these suggest the connection with
Onam and Mahabali as well as the Kalabhra period.
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VII
SYMBOLISM

Each country or nation has its own Sign. Every party contests elections in its own emblem. Not
only institutions and communities, but even individuals make their own labels or emblems. The
emblem proclaims what the community or association or institution or person stands for.

Mar Toma Margam (the way of St.Thomas) also has its own emblem or symbol and it is the Mar
Toma Sliba (St. Thomas Cross). Ancient documents testify that this typical cross was venerated
in all the churches and chapels of the St. Thomas Christians.

Mar Toma Sliba (St. Thomas Cross) is the dynamic symbol of the death and resurrection of Jesus
in the Indian context. It proclaims the Theological, Christological, Pneumatological and
Ecclesiological specifications of Christian faith.

This is the exact form of St.Thomas (Marthoma) Cross

THE CROSS
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Unlike crosses in other traditions, the St. Thomas Cross does not carry the effigy of the Christ. A
crucifix is an emphasis on the death of Jesus on the cross as a sacrifice. Generally the Cross
without the figure of Jesus on it symbolizes life - incarnation of Jesus - rather than death and
suffering. The declaration is the “God became man, so that man can become god”. The death
of Adam was ordained as a blessing so that children of Adam - the sons of the son of God - may
not eternally suffer because of the selfishness of individuals within the society. It is through the
resurrected body of Jesus we regain immortality and become part of the body of Christ. It
represents victory over death.

The cross represent Jesus, the Son of God with his welcoming arms wide open inviting every man
to come and enter to be part of his body.

“We believe in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before
all worlds; God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God; begotten, not made, being of one
substance with the Father, by whom all things were made.

Who, for us men for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Spirit
of the virgin Mary, and was made man; and was crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate; He
suffered and was buried; and the third day He rose again, according to the Scriptures; and
ascended into heaven, and sits on the right hand of the Father; and He shall come again, with
glory, to judge the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end.” Nicene Creed

DESCENDING DOVE

Traditionally dove represents the Holy Spirit. “And the Holy Spirit came down in a bodily shape,
like a dove on Him.” Luke 3:22
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“And We believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life; who proceeds from the Father; who
with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who spoke by the prophets.”
Nicene Creed

“The Spirit alone gives eternal life. Human effort accomplishes nothing. And the very words I have
spoken to you are spirit and life.” John 6:63

Thus the Holy Spirit that descends upon the Mar Toma Sliba is yet another symbol of resurrection
unto eternal life - the redemptive power of God. As St. Paul teaches, Holy Spirit transforms
Jesus’ decaying material flesh-body into undecaying Spirit-body that is connected to the infinite
supply of life giving ordering spirit which abolishes the second law of thermodynamics and
reverses it to a decreasing entropial system. Thus it representts the victory of Jesus over death
and the way to immortality through his flesh. Jesus Christ (Rome 8, 11).

At the top is a descending dove, representing the Holy Spirit of God, - the life giving spirit- coming
down to live in our hearts, through the resurrected body of Jesus, enabling us to live a righteous
and faithful life. With the inflowing of life continuously, it provides eternal life. This is the fruit of
the tree of life.

The use of the dove above the cross is found contemporaneously outside India, therefore it
provides a connecting the imagery of the Saint Thomas cross to the wider Syriac/Orthodox world
at the time.
One example is the on the marble sarcophagus of Byzantine Archbishop Theodore in Ravenna,
Italy, c. 677-688.
Another is the sarcophagus of Aelia Galla Placidia (392-450), the daughter of Roman emperor
Theodosius.

TREFOIL, BLOOMING BUDS AND THE POMEGRANATES.

Each of the four arms of the cross terminates in a rare form of trefoil. It is interpreted variously.
Trefoil is a small European plant of the pea family, with yellow flowers and three-lobed clover-like
leaves.
a plant with three-lobed leaves that is similar or related to the trefoil. an ornamental design of three
rounded lobes like a clover leaf, used typically in architectural tracery. Trefoil symbolism is used
usually to denote Trinity.
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The normal interpretation is that it contains a pomegranate.
Exodus 28:33-34 states that images of pomegranates be woven into the hem of the robe worn by
the Hebrew High Priest. Pomegranates can also be found in the Bible in 1 Kings 7:13-22, where
the fruit is depicted on the capitals of the two pillars which stood in front of the temple King
Solomon built in Jerusalem. King Solomon is said to have designed his crown based on the
pomegranate. The significance of the Jewish pomegranate is further exemplified by its
appearance on ancient coins of Judea, one of only a few images that appear as a holy symbol.

Jewish tradition teaches that the pomegranate is a symbol of righteousness because it is said to
have 613 seeds, which corresponds with the 613 mitzvot, or commandments, of the Torah. For
this reason and others, it is customary to eat pomegranates on Rosh Hashanah. Moreover, the
pomegranate represents fruitfulness, knowledge, learning, and wisdom.

Interestingly, many Jewish scholars believe that the pomegranate was the forbidden fruit of the
Garden of Eden. Furthermore, the pomegranate is listed in the Bible as one of the seven species
(shivat haminim) of fruits and grains that are special products of the Land of Israel.

The pomegranate is a symbol of the reurrection and the hope of eternal life. Because of its
abundance of seeds, it also symbolize universal church, where the seeds represent the many
believers who make up the one universal church. The seeds bursting forth from the pomegranate
are also likened to Christ bursting forth from the tomb and also the resurrection of the saints at the
second coming of Jesus. Thus the symbolism of the buds is that of “rebirth” and 'new life'.

Numerological symbolism can also be assigned.
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Its trefoils represent the Trinity.
The four main buds at the arm ends correspond to the four Evangelists.
The eight curled leaves at the arm ends represent regeneration. These four-plus-eight extremities
together correspond to the twelve Apostles of Jesus who were sent into the four corners of the
world and the universal good news to the world.

THRONE OF CROSS

There are various interpretations based on what the base represents.
It is essentially a throne for the placement of the kingly cross as used in all countries of the world.
They are fashioned in accordance with the culture of the country and presents the symbols of the
King. Here are a few of the throne samples.

What does these decorations on the throne of cross symbolise? Have they any cultural or religious
significance?

The Lotus

According to several scholars this particular Cross is erected upon lotus.
Although it is not proved beyond doubt, there is a Chinese cross belonging to the same period of
time also belonging to the Nestorian tradition sitting on a lotus flower.
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Yuan dynasty stone-carved Nestorian Cross, from Fangshan District, Beijing (then called Khanbaliq)

The above are similar to Marthoma Crosses but in exact form in its fulness.

Lotus is the national flower of India and it represents the ancient civilization symbolizing purity.
The lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) is an ancient and polyvalent symbol in Asian culture. The padma
appears as an endemic dais upon which deities rest and indeed upon which Hindu iconography is
founded. Hindus revere it with the gods Vishnu, Brahma and to a lesser degree Kubera, and the
goddesses Lakshmi and Saraswati . Often used as an example of divine beauty and purity, Vishnu
is often described as the "Lotus-Eyed One". The lotus springs from the navel of Vishnu while he is
in Yoga Nidra. The lotus blooms generating the creator god Brahma in lotus position. Its unfolding
petals suggest the expansion of the soul.

The lotus flower is one of the Ashtamangala of Buddhism, representative of creation and cosmic
renewal and "primordial purity" and shares in the chakra and mandala symbolism of the
Dharmacakra, is also cited extensively within the Puranas and Vedas, for example:
“One who performs his duty without attachment, surrendering the results unto the Supreme Lord,
is unaffected by sinful action, as the lotus is untouched by water.” — Bhagavad Gita 5.10.

In Buddhist symbolism the lotus is symbolic of purity of the body, speech, and mind as while
rooted in the mud, its flowers blossom on long stalks as if floating above the muddy waters of
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attachment and desire. It is also symbolic of detachment as drops of water easily slide off its
petals. “The lotus grows in a world full of evil, yet it is untainted or defiled by the world.”

Lotus is a symbol of "spontaneous" generation, and so it also represents divine birth, spiritual
development and creation itself. The bud of the lotus symbolizes potential, specifically of a spiritual
nature. Thus it is a symbol of the Unknown, Unknowable Supreme Reality. In the Indian thought
whenever the Nirguna Brahman (God who cannot be defined or known) makes himself known as
Saguna Brahman, he appears on the padma (lotus). Thus almost all divinity in Hinduism and
Budhism appear on a Lotus flower. Hence in terms of Christian Theology it represents Father God
(which in Jewish mysticism is known as Ein Sof Aur) from whom all Trinity emerge.

Vaishnavism uses the symbol where Brahma (the creator God) is generated from the navel (nabhi
-belly button) of Vishnu (the God of the Heavens) who is sleeping on the eternity ( serpent called
Ananta which means withough end).

It also symbolize divine birth.
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Thus the Sliba erected on lotus, defines in Indian symbolism God the Father and the divine origin
of Jesus as first born and the cause of all creations. It also declares birth of Jesus as the
incarnation of the creator who lived a sinless life in the midst of the sea of human sin.

Jesus "has been tempted in every way, just as we are - yet was without sin" (Hebrews 4:15).
He is also described as "a high priest [who] meets our need - one who is holy, blameless, pure, set
apart from sinners, exalted above the heavens" (Hebrews 7:26) and is "unblemished" (Hebrews
9:14). Even Peter, who knew Jesus well, declared that he "committed no sin, and no deceit was
found in his mouth" (1 Peter 2:22).
The apostle John tells us that "In him is no sin" (1 John 3:5)
Paul confirms for us that Jesus "had no sin" (2 Corinthians 5:21).\
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VIII

BLEEDING CROSS OF

ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU
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This Cross is at Our Lady of Expectations Church under the Roman Catholic diocese of
Chingelpet (Madras-Mylapore). This was the first Marthoma Cross to be discovered.

One of the Marthoma crosses in India is the granite cross from the Saint Thomas Mount
in Chennai, India, where the martyrdom of St. Thomas is said to have occurred. This was
discovered by the Portugese. Even though the remnants of Thomas had beed already
transferred to Edessa, the place itself was of interest. Hence the Portuguese send a commission
to Mylapore to study and do excavations on the site of martyrdom. A Saint Thomas Cross (or
Nasrani Cross) was discovered in 1547 by the Portugese as they dug the foundation of a new
chapel at an older church site.

The story of the discovery is reported by the bishops and the elders as follows: “Though the
Portugese had known the martyrdom story of Thomas, when the first Portuguese arrived there,
there was no chapel or even a building there. There were only foundation walls, that rose above
the ground about 1 cubit, stretching east to west. The first Portuguese missionaries built a small
oratory on this foundation in AD 1523. Later, in 1547, they decided to build a larger church and
on the Tuesday 23rd of March 1547. When they dug around the old foundation, they found
another foundation at a deeper level, also east to west, which was unknown until then. They
continued digging down and at 3 cubic, they found the ‘Holy Stone’. This stone was of the size of a
mile stone with the cross engraved on it, facing down with fresh blood like stains on it. Assuming
that the cross dated from the time of Apostle itself, the Portuguese and the Christians there treated
it with great reverence.”

The Portugese were unable to read its inscription on it, and assumed that th cross came from the
time of the apostle's martyrdom. This cross has since been dated to the eighth century, and the
language of its inscription has been identified as middle Persian - Pahlavi.

It reads: "My Lord Christ, have mercy upon Abias, son of Chaharbukht, the Syrian, who cut this."
Alternatively, the ending phrase may also be translated as "who preserved this." M. Thomas
Antony explains the significance of these variations. "CPT Winkworth’s interpretation of the
inscriptions suggest that the Mount Cross was re-erected by the inscriber... That means, the
cross without any inscriptions was already there, and [Abias] found it and preserved it– [he] put it
up.”

The granite tablet on which the cross is engraved, has raised edges and is round on the top. The
Pahlavi inscriptions are on this round edge with a small cross in between two parts of the
inscription, there was no one who could interpret. Eventually a learned Kanarese Brahman,
undertook to read the writing but was not based on any understanding of the Pahlavi language.
But it did satisfy the Portugese.

The cross inside is surrounded by two pillars and an arch surrounding it. The arch originates from
the open mouth of something like an aquatic creature traditional to Indian decoration known as
Makaram or Toran.

The cross has three steps on the bottom, three downward facing petals and upward facing floral
petals look like a lotus on which the cross is erected. The cross shows the arms ends in a bud
pattern. The bottom arm is a bit longer than the rest. A dove is seen facing downwards on the top
arm. The entire structure is like a niche in which the cross and pillars are carved.
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According to an ancient local tradition, Mar Thoma Sleeha fell dead a martyr on this particular
granite stone. The faithful kept it sacred and at a later stage the Sliba, the symbol of their faith,
was engraved on it. Modern scholars fix the date of engraving somewhere around 650 AD.

The Bleeding Cross

Soon after the discovery of the cross, miracles began to happen.

During a Qurbana held in 1557 on the day of our Ladies Expectation, which being the 18th of
December, it is reported to have sweat at a most prodigious rate. This reddish fluid continued to
show up every year until 1566.

The Synod of Udayamperoor gave so much credit to this and it dedicated 18th of December to this
memory.

Kircher also reports that at a Qurbana held on December 21 for Blessed Virgin this cross changed
to various colors and drips much sweat and blood. The last recorded occasion when it bled in
public was in 1704. Fr. Guy Tachard, a Catholic priest has recorded about this as explained by
then Vicar of the Church, Fr. Gasper Coelho.

The story speedily developed that this was the cross which had been embraced by the Apostle
and its miraculous virtues soon got great fame. The sand from the tomb was also considers to
have miraculous healing powers. The belief is a long-standing one, and it has been mentioned by
Marco Polo in his travel records.
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This is the first discovered Marthoma Cross known as the bleeding cross.

It was eventually set up over an altar in the church of Madonna which was afterwards erected on
great Mount and there it exists even today. The church is in Latin Catholic diocese of Chingelpet.
It became later known as the ‘Bleeding Cross’, as it has started sweating stains resembling blood

which reappear even after being scrubbed off.

Our Lady of Health Church on Little Mount Thomas
where the Marthoma cross is now placed.
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Little Mount Thomas' chapel with the holy spring and the bleeding cross
The red cave where Thomas lived is also seen

http://www.mukti4u2.dk/thomas_little_mount_chennai.htm

Decorations over the cross

Makara Thorana Decorations around the Cross
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These types of decorations with animals called makara thorana found in Indian art everywhere.

Thorana means decorations. Here is an example of such decorationaround Buddha and a
Hindu deity in Kanjeepuram Temple

Thoranam or decorations frames the depiction of a deity.

In the case of this Saint Thomas cross, the thoran consists of two aquatic monsters, facing each
other from atop columns of capitals and spouts water to the top, The same depiction can be seen
in Kanchipuram temple on the southeastern Indian coast, and they also date from the eighth
century.

The similarity between the decoration could be explained off as a cultural related artifact.
On the other hand it could also indicate a common origin and splitting up of the Christian
group into Nazrani Thomasines and Saivites as suggested by Dr. Devakala and Dr.
Deivanayakam. Above all the proximity of the Temples and the Churches all over is a
major issue to be resolved, which can probably done only on the assumption of of common
origins of the two religions.
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List of inscriptions on tombs or monuments in Madras possessing historical or archaeological
interest. By Julian James Cotton gives the foowing description.

This church crowns the summit of St.Thomas Mount commonly called Big Mount, an isolated cliff
of greenstone and syenite 300 feet above the sea level.

He dates it as 800 AD and transliteration of the Pehlavi of the inscription round the cross is given
as

MUN HAMICH MESHIKHAI AVAKSHAYI MADAM-AFRAS-ICH.
KHAR BUKHTO SUR-ZAY MUN BUN DARDO DENA

“He whom the suffering of the selfsame messiah, the forgiving and upraising has saves is offering
the plea whose origin was the agony of this.”
Inscription round the cross behing the altar.

This cross was found by the Portuguese about AD 1547 when digging amongst the ruins of former
Christian buildings for the foundations of the chapel over whose altar the cross was fixed. The
characters are Sassanian Pehlevi, “the divine high-piping Pehlevi” of Omar Khayyam’s nightingale,
stanza VI. It is the old heroic Sanskrit of Persia.

Dr. A.C.Burnell M.C.S was the first in 1973 to decipher the inscription, which dates from about the
9th century AD. There is a facsimile of it in Epigraphica India, Vol IV page 174.

Practically the same inscription is found roung two crosses in Valiyapalli Church at Cottayam in
Travancore, followed in the case of the larger cross by a text in Syriac from Galations VI 14, “But
far be it from me to glory, save in the cross of Our Lord Jesus Christ”
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IX

ALANGAD BURNT CROSS, KERALA.

This Cross is at St. Mary's Syro-Malabar Church under the Major Archeparchy of Ernakulam-
Angamaly of the Syro-Malabar Church.

http://www.nasrani.net/2014/02/15/alengad-sliva-neglected-jewel-ancient-christian-settlement-alengad-
ancient-christian-artefact-malabar/ Posted By M Thomas Antony
http://thomaschristians.blogspot.in/2014/02/alengad-sliva-neglected-jewel-of.html
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Alengad is a village in Ernakulam District in the South Indian State of Kerala, 7 km from Aluva
and 19 km from Kodungalloor . Saint Mary’s Church at Alengad is an ancient church
established in the 14th century AD dedicated to Saint Mary. Alengad was called Mangate in
those days/

Alengad Cross was discovered by Rev. Fr. Joseph C Panjikaren in 1931 found lying on the
wayside unrecognised. (20 January 1931). This Cross was then placed in a wayside shrine
near the Church at Alengad.

Alangad in the Nasrani History

It was in Alengad, the Archdeacon Thomas Parambil was “consecrated” by 12 Cathanaars as
the Bishop for Saint Thomas Christians as Mar Thoma I, after the famous Alengad yogam -
the Synod of the Saint Thomas Christians- the Catholics of the Syro Chaldean rite in Malabar.
This event, following the Coonan Cross oath, was a Great revolt against the Portuguese
Colonial Missionary enterprise in India, and mark a milestone in the history of Saint Thomas
Christians of Malabar.

Marthoma I
The first Thomas Christian bishop after the Coonan Cross Oath.
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Alengad Saint Thomas Cross
The Cross that Stops the fires.

Gouvea describes about a tradition of burning the Christian settlements in Alengad by the suicide
squads of the Kingdom of Parur. This probably corresponds to the overtaking of the Christian
chiefdoms by the Brahminic forces following the Parasu Rama conquest of Kerala soon after the
Mahabali Period - the Vamana conquest followed by the Parasu Rama conquest of Keralaputra
Kingdoms. The story goes on that as they burned the settlements, the fire stopped at a Cross
made up of sticks placed on the road with small crosses made of coconut leaf hanging from its
arms. This site was visited by the King of Mangate (Alangad) on the next day and acclaimed that
the God of the Christians did not want that the fire should touch its sign.

Gouvea also narrates a miracle of another Cross placed in the altar on the top of a nearby hill
where the Cross and the altar that was made of sticks survived when the whole chapel and roof
burnt down. This must have been the Alangad Sliva as we have it today as the charring of the
lower part of the sliva is a speciality of the Alengad Sliva. The picture above clearly shows this.
Anklesaria also mentions a crack on the Cross. This is also seen even today at the mark of the fire
along with the charred portion.

Epigraphy of Alengad Sliva.

Mr B T Anklesaria gives the following translation
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.1 Mo-la-he (Lord) 2 Masiha (anointed)3 Awa-khsai-ch (savior too) 4 u (and) 5 madam (supreme)6
apras (revelation) 7 ich (too/of) 8 cha-ar-b-ap (four apostles) 9 Su-riha (Syrians) 10 man-u
(whom) 11 bo-kht (saved) 12 dan-he ( this)

Age of these Inscriptions.

The age of these inscriptions have been fixed at about 7th or 8th century AD by most of the
Pahlavi experts. As the conjunct ‘ache’ is found from 579 AD but not seen used in 8th century
Pahlavi MSS, we have to assume that the inscriptions could be belong to a period between 6th to
8th century AD.

These Pahlavi inscribed crosses are pointing towards a Pahlavi phase of the Church of Saint
Thomas Christians in Malabar, when the Thomas Christians were hierarchically dependent on the
Church of Fars ( Fars- South Persia) which used Pahlavi as their liturgical language. Chronicles of
Seert narrates that Mana, the Bishop of Rewardushir wrote religious discourses, canticles and
hymns in Pahlavi language and translated the works of Diodore and Theodore of Mopseustia into
Syriac and sent them to India and the islands of the sea in 470 AD. Later Patriarch Iso Yahb III
(650-660 AD) or his successor Sliba Zcha (714-728 AD) raised the Church of India to a
Metropolitan See directly under the Patriarch of Selusia- Ctesiphon.

Therefore, the Pahlavi phase might have extended a period from 5th century AD to 8th century AD
and these Crosses might have been erected during these period, or brought to Malabar later by
the Persian immigrants. If it was the Persian immigrants who brought a Sliva with Pahlavi
inscriptions and they, or the local Christians made copies of it, then the age of the inscriptions
may not be pertinent to the history of the Church of the Christians of Saint Thomas.

Alengad Sliva seems to be the oldest of the Pahlavi inscribed Crosses of South India and
the rest of the Crosses are copies of it. Thus, Alengad Sliva is the most ancient Christian
artefact found in South India and is the most valuable antiquity of the Nasrani Syrian Christian
Community of Malabar. This Sliva was venerated by the forefathers of the Christian settlement
in Alengad during the period of Antonio de Gouvea and Archbishop Alexis De Menesis, but
later neglected and dumped on the wayside without knowing what it is, until rediscovered by
Rev Fr. Joseph Panjikkaren in 1931 AD.
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X

KADAMATTAM CROSS, KERALA.

This Cross is at Kadamattom Church of the Oriental Orthodox Church.

The Kadamattom is famous through the magi priest the Reverend Paulose also known as
Kadamattathu Kathanaar, the disciple of Mar Abo from Persia.
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The church is believed to have established in the 9th Century AD by Mar Sabor. There is no
concrete evidence for the exact date of the establishment of the church but historians believe that
it was built before AD 650 as at the time Kolenchery Pally had yet to be constructed. (Kolencherry
church was built around AD 650). The Viswavijnanakosam (Malayalam) Vol.3, mentions the
following about the history of the Kadamattom church. “Kadamattom church" was founded by Mar
Sabor also called Mar Abo who was a holy man with knowledge of medical sciences and powers
to perform miracles. He established the church in the forest regions of Kadamattom in the 40th
year of Kollam Era .

On entering the church, on the left there is a photo of Mar Abo. It is believed that Mar Abo, a
Persian high priest established the church with the help of the locval Kartha (Chief), the then local
ruler of Kadamattom. Mar Abo was not only a theologian but also a conjurer. He stayed in a hut
with a poor widow and her only son Paulose. Paulose assisted Mar Abo for years and later
Paulose was ordained a priest.

On entering the church, on the left there is a photo of Mar Abo Metropolitan.
He was the mentor of Reverend Paulose, the legendary Kadamattathu Kathanar the magician.
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>>>>>>>>>>

Mar Sabor and Mar Proth came along with Maruvan Sapir Iso were two Bishops who built and
presided over a number of churches in the Kingdom of Travancore operating in accordance with
Saint Thomas Christians.

In 825 AD, the seaport of Quilon (now known as Kollam) was part of the Venad Kingdom. The
then ruling monarch, Iyyanadikal Thiruvadikal, welcomed the monks on their arrival and showered
them with special privileges and honours. Maruvan Sapir Iso built the Nilalkkal ashram near St.
Thomas Church in Chayal, he died and buried in Chayal ashram. (now known as Kayalpatnam).

Mar Sabor and Mar Proth moved to various villages and established churches including
Kadamattom Church, Akapparambu, Niranam-Built by ST.Thomas,Mar Sabor ruled according to
St.Thomas, Kadisha Church in Kollam, Kadisha Church in Kayamkulam and then finally to present
Thevalakkara Marth Mariam Orthodox Church, where they died and were buried.

Mar Sabor and Mar Proth came from the Mar Mattai monastery of Ninveh at the invitation of the
King Kuleshakara of Quilon (now known as Kollam) as an Authority for the Doctrine of Trinity
against the background of a Shivate Revival of Advaita Vedanta propounded by Adi Shankara.
The start of the Malayalam era (ME), also referred to as Kollavarsham, is associated with Kollam.
The era was started by these East Syrian Saints who settled in Korukeni Kollam, near to the
present Kollam. The start of the ME has been dated to 825 AD, when a great convention was held
in Kollam at the behest of King Kulashekhara. Kollam was an important town in that period, and
the Malayalam Era's alternative name of "Kollavarsham" is possibly as a result of the Tarisapalli
Shasanangal, which references the gift of a plot of land to the Syrian Church near Quilon, along
with several rights and privileges to the Syrian Christians led by Mar Sapir Iso. It also signified the
independence of Malabar from the Cheraman Perumals.King Kulashekhara granted the copper
plate grants in 849 AD to Mar Sapir Iso whom he invited to Kollam from Assyria (presently Iran
and Iraq) and transferring to the Tarasa church ( "Tarasa" means true believers.It ia an syriac
orthodox word ) and Vaishnavite Nambuthiri community at Devalokakara (Thevalakara-(Tarsish))
in Quilon, lands near the city with hereditament of low caste.

It is also believed that in an audience with the Chera king, Mar Sabor volunteered to create a new
sea port near Kollam in place of the king's request to renew the almost vanished inland sea ports
of Tyndis (now known as Kadalundi) or Nelcynda.

V. Nagam Aiya in his Travancore State Manual records that in 822 AD two Nestorian bishops Mar
Sapor and Mar Peroz, settled in Quilon with their followers. Two years later the Malabar Era began
(824 AD) and Quilon undoubtedly became the premier city of the Malabar region including
Travancore and Cochin.

T. K. Velupillai in his Travancore State Manual writes, "Gopinatha Rao who assigns the latter part
of the 9th century as the period of the reign bases his conclusions on he assumption that Kollam
era was started in the memory of the coming of Maruvan Abo Iso. Tradition says that st. thomas
preached here (in Syria) only among Nampoothiri Communities who expected the Human
Manifestation of the second in Trinity (Vaishnava) and in after times a party of monks from Syria
landed in the neighbourhood of the modern town (Quilon) a place now engulfed in sea named
Thevalakara."

M. G. S. Narayanan in his paper on the Chera-Pandya conflict in the 8th–9th centuries,
which led to the emergence of Venad or the Kingdom of Quilon writes, "It is not surprising
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that the Chera king who was contemplating the development of the new harbour town at
Kurakeni Kollam welcomed the monks and permitted him to introduce Syrian liturgy in
worship other than Sanskrit liturgy following the shivite revival. This was the period when
the Cera-Pandya conflict was developing in the south. The foundation of Kollam in 825 A.D.
must have coincided with this victory of Chera in the Vel province.

(Wikipedia)

<<<<<<<<<<<

A Persian cross can be seen on the right wall of the Madhbaha or Holy of Holies, having four
equal arms with ancient writings inscribed. The wings of the cross also end with floral designs. The
tombstone of Mar Thoma IX (Formerly Pakalomattom Iype Kathanar) lies on the left side just
outside the Madhbaha. Another unique thing about the church is the door lock (of wood
mechanism). The pathala kinar(under world well) lies near the Poyyedom church. It is believed
that Kathanar went to pathalam from here.
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Tomb of Mar Abo at Thevalakara Church
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Undeciphered writing

The church and the property was a gift by the 'Karthas', the then prominent family of Kadamattom.
One of the children in the family caught a disease which could be neither identified nor cured by
the local doctors. Mar Sabor (also known as Mar Abo), a Middle Eastern monk reached
Kadamattom at the same time. He cured the disease and as a result the delighted Karthas gifted
him the land to construct the church in the form in which it stands now.

It is believed that Mar Abo, a Persian high priest established the church with the help of Kartha,
the then local ruler of Kadamattom. Mar Abo was not only a theologian but also a magi (magician).
He stayed in a hut with a poor widow and her only son Paulose. Paulose assisted Mar Abo for
years and later Paulose was later ordained a priest. The tomb of Mar Thoma IX (Formerly
Pakalomattom Iype Kathanar) lies on the left side just outside the Madbaha.

Tomb of Marthoma IX

Another unique thing about the church is the door lock (wood mechanism).
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The Pathala Kinar (The Well leading to the Underworld) lies near the Poyyedom Pally. It is
believed that Kathanar went to the nearby tribal magician chief who was his teacher in all magical

arts through this well occasionally.
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Persian Cross

A Persian cross can be seen impregnated on the right wall of the Madbaha or Altar room, having
four equal arms . The wings of the cross end with floral designs. This famous Persian cross is from
9th century and believed to be made by Mar Shapor. Engraved around the stone cross as Pahlavi
Inscription
(1) Li zibah vai min Ninav val denman
I,a beautiful bird from Nineveh,(have come)to this (country)
(2) Napisht Mar Shapur
Written by Mar Shapur
(3) Li (mun) ahrob Mashiah avakhdhahi min khar bokht
Holy Messiah,the forgiver,freed me from thorn( i.e affliction).

You can see that someone made an attempt to insert INRI at the bottom of the cross probably
during the Romanisation period.

Kadamattom feast is one of the major festivals observed held during the January – February period. It marks the
death anniversary of the legendary priest. There are many legends of Kadamattathu Kathanar. It is believed that
he possessed supernatural powers. But that is another story.
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XI

MUTTUCHIRA CROSS, KERALA.

This Cross is at Ruha d' Kudsha Church under the eparchy of Palai of the Syro-Malabar Catholic
Church. Muttuchira, Kerala. This Cross is at Holy Ghost Church under the diocese of Palai of the
Syro-Malabar Catholic Church.Kottayam, Kerala.
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Holy Ghost Forane church, Muttuchira

Muttuchira Pally is one of the oldest churches in India. According to the local tradition, The
Church at Muttuchira was founded in AD 510. It was probably located near the ancient open air
rock cross at Kurisum-moodu, a little east of the present church dedicated to Mar Sleeba
(syriac:sliba meaning Holy Cross). It is probable that a new Church was built in the present Church
compound on the Eastern side in AD 1528 by Mar Denha and Mar Abo ( Mar Jacob Abuna) as
narrated on the Muttuchita inscriptions. This Church was dedicated to Ruha D Kudisha- Holy Spirit.
The Pahlavi inscribed granite Cross was transferred to this Church from the ancient Mar Sliba
Church. Later, this sliba which was placed in the altar was covered by building a wooden raredos
rathaal in front of it.

In AD 1854-58 period, another Church was built in front the old Church dedicated to Ruha D
Kudisha which is the main Church at Muttuchira today. In AD 1923, the old Rooha D Kudhisha
Syro-Malabar Catholic Forane Church, Muttuchira on the eastern side of the present Church was
renovated to rededicate it to Saint Francis of Assissi. During the renovations, the ancient Pahlavi
inscribed Granite Sliva was rediscovered behind the wooden raredos-rathaal of the old church
fixed to the eastern wall of the Madbaha.

It was again neglected and transferred to the new Ruha D' Qudisha Church in a very unimportant
place- back side of the wall of the facade in a corner, probably because of the interests of the
Archaeological Department of the then Government of Travancore. Now, this invaluable
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monument of Saint Thomas Christians of Malabar has been placed in a side altar of the main
Church.

Muttuchira inscriptions

Muttuchira inscriptions are early Malayalam inscriptions- Vattezhuthu- Nanam Monum- on a
granite tablet found in Muttuchira. The 'Muttuchira inscriptions' are inscriptions narrating about the
installation of the free standing Cross and the Pahlavi inscribed bas relief cross-The 'Muttuchira
Sliba'.

The inscriptions are on a rectangular granite slab in two sections divided by a vertical line in
between. According to Mr T K Joseph, this inscription must be of AD 1581 or later. This tablet has
been the subject of extensive research by many scholars. This granite slab was found on the
western wall of the ground floor room of the two storey building attached to the northern side of the
old Church of the Holy Ghost. The upper story was used as the Priest's Home and the ground floor
was used as the sacristy. Muttuchira Sliba, the Pahlavi inscribed Cross is an invaluable monument
of the Christian community that was the symbol of veneration of the ancient Christian settlement of
Muttuchira. Muttuchira inscription tablet is another landmark monument which narrates installation
of the Mar Thoma Sliva in the altar and the open air Rock Cross of Muttuchira Church is
historically important.

An ancient St Thomas cross was discovered inside the madbaha wall, when the old church at
Muttuchira was demolished. This cross is believed to be of the fifth century. The palentology chief
of Travancore Govt. examined this cross. His assessment is that the cross must be over 1500
years of age. The houses of worship at Maylappur, Kadamattam, Angamali and Kottayam
Valiyapally also have such Persian crosses. This St Thomas cross is set near the entryway inside
the new Valiyapally (enormous church) now.

However the verifiable records specify that the stone cross in front of the church was made and
presented to the church by Kallarveli Kurisingal Mathai Chacko in the thirteenth century.
Muttuchira church was known as 'Njayapally'in olden days.. There was no place called Muttuchira
back then. The paddy fields that we seen today close to the church could have been lakes before
in olden days. The name Muttuchira more likely came into existence when these sites were raised
with bunds.

Muttuchira stone inscriptions
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Ancient Rock Inscription from Muttuchira Syro Malabar Catholic Church

Ancient Rock Inscription from Muttuchira Syro Malabar Catholic Church

Muttuchira stone engravings are

� old Malayalam engravings called Vattezhuthu-Nanam Monum.
These engravings are that describing about the establishment of the old cross

� and the Pahlavi recordings are of the 'Muttuchira Sliba'.

The engravings are on a rectangular stone piece in two areas partitioned by a vertical line in the
middle.

The translation of the left half :

� In AD 1580, kanni 13 sunday, on the day of the feast of Holy Cross, this mar Sliba was
erected covered in wood, by Bishop Mar Simon and Jacob Padre. Same year, on the day of
18th on the day of the feast, this bleeding Cross was installed.

� AD 1581 meenam month on the 29th friday good friday, this granite Cross was installed.

Translation of the right half :
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� On September 13, 1580 AD on the feast of the Holy Cross, this Holy Cross was installed,
covered with wood and set up by Bishop Mar Simon and Father Jacob.

� The same year, on the feast of the 18th (Dec 18th) this bleeding Cross (resembling the
bleeding Cross of Mailapore) was installed. This granite Cross was set up on Good Friday,
29th March 1581.

ancient Pahlavi inscribed granite Cross- Muttuchira Sliva
reinstalled in 1581 according to the inscription
was discovered at Muttuchira Church in AD 1923.
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Muttuchira Sliva.

This was a granite tablet with a 'bas relief' Cross and resembles the 'miraculous Cross of
Mailapore' in the design, with a round arch and the steps and a floral arrangement in the bottom
like a lotus and a descending dove on the top but unlike the Mailapore Cross, it has no pillars or
dolphins on the sides. It is about 2 feet 8 inches in length with 2 feet wide and about 5 inches in
thickness. There found on the outer edge, inscriptions in two lines that had been mutilated and a
few letters are visible on the left side for about 24 inches in length. The outer line of inscription has
been confirmed as Pahlavi as in all the rest of the Pahlavi inscribed crosses of South India- the
'Mar Thoma Sliva'. The inner line of inscriptions are illegible. They could be ornamentations rather
than inscriptions.

The Muttuchira Sliva bears Pahlavi inscriptions around the round arch edge on a narrow belt. But
the belt of the tablet on which the inscriptions were made was badly mutilated but only a a length
of 24 inches from the left upright limb escaped the damage. There is another smaller belt runs
inside this outer belt with some illegible inscriptions. Mr B T Anklesaria identified this inscription
also as Pahlavi and deciphered the inner inscription as 'Lord Messiah the supreme...' while the
outer inscription as similar to the rest of the Pahlavi inscribed Crosses of South India. Professor F
C Burkitt of the Cambridge University comments that the outer inscription that remains reads as
"The Syrian who cut this". Professor Burkitt also comments that the inner inscription could be
Syriac.

Many experts who examined this cross and its damage suggests a probable systematic mutilation
of the inscriptions probably to transform the Nestorian cross into a Latin cross.

The history of the cross can be reconstructed as follows:
� There was an ancient Church at Muttuchira where the cross was initially placed.
� In AD 1528, a new Church was built at the eastern side of the present Church complex

dedicated to Ruha D' Qudisha and the Pahlavi inscribed Cross was installed in the altar in AD
1581.

� In AD 1925 the old Ruha D' Qudisha Church was renovated and renamed as Church of Saint
Francis of Assissi. During this renovation, the Pahlavi inscribed Cross was accidentally found
and it was placed on the inside of the facade of the Church.

� Now, this Cross has been placed on the side altar of the main Church at Muttuchira.

Inscription on the pedestal of the open air rock cross in front of the main Church says it was built in 1623

Crosses found in Muttuchira.

Cross No 1: The Pahlavi inscribed granite bas relief Cross- The Muttuchira Sliva.
Cross No 2: The open air Rock Cross in front of the main Church- The Ruha D' Qhudisha Forane
Church at Muttuchira. It has an inscription in the pedestal beginning with KE 799 (AD 1623-24)
Cross No 3: The miniature bas relief cross on the base of the base of the Cross No 2 in the
design of Muttuchira Sliva.
Cross No 4: Brass Cross. This was a silver coated brass cross used in processions. There was no
inscriptions but had decorations on the surface. This cross was melted off in 1919 AD.
Cross No 5: Wooden Cross apparently present on the 'raredos' of the old Church (presently Saint
Francis Church in front of the Main Church) behind which, the Muttuchira Sliva was found in AD
1925. This Cross has been destroyed.
Cross No 6: Open air Cross found in Muttuchira Angadi near the Saint Anthony's Chapel
Cross No 7: Open air Cross near Saint Sebastian's Church.
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XII

KOTTAYAM VALIAPALLY CROSSES

Two similar crosses are found in Kottayam Knanaya Valiya palli, on both side altars. The one on
the south altar is exactly similar in design to the Mount Cross but the one on the north altar is a bit
different. These are the two different designs.

The church was built in the year 1550 AD by the descendants of the Syrian Knanaya Christians
who migrated to India in 345 A.D. from Jerusalem and near-by places under the leadership of
Kana Thoma.

This church is famous for its two granite crosses known as Persian crosses. On each of the stone
slabs there is a cross with an inscription in the Pahalavi language, which was the official language

Two altars with the two marthoma crosses - left and right
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Cross at the South altar (Right hand side)
The cross on the southern altar is more ancient and of size 220 cm. x 103 cm.

This is larger and the design is identical to the Mount cross.
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Four arms are almost equal in length but ends shows an additional tongue shaped structure
besides the three button/bud design. In the center where all the four arms meet, there is a circular
floral design. The dove is well defined and clear. On the bottom, three steps are clear, the
downward facing petals are more like concentric semicircles but the upward facing petals are
similar to mount cross floral arrangement.

The Pahlavi inscriptions are on the raised round edges of the slab on the top.
There is additional East Syriac inscriptions are also seen on the bottom raised edge of the slab.

Below the syriac inscriptions, there are 5 or 6 floral design seen. Above this whole design, another
small cross similar to mount cross with two peacocks kissing the ends of the side arms and a floral
decocoration above it.

Cross at north altar. (Left side)

This one on the North side altar (Left hand side) is a small slab of 75 cm. x 58 cm.

Several readings were offered by the scholars. Here are a few:
Dr. Burnnel (former Archaeological Director of India) it reads as follows:
“In punishment by the cross (was) the suffering on this one;
He who is true God and God above, and Guide ever Pure.”
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Dr. Martin Haug of Munich translates it as follows,
“He that believes in the Messiah and in God in the height and also in the Holy Ghost
is in the grace of him who suffered the pain of the cross

Dr. C. W. West provided another translation in two ways as follows,
(1) “What freed the true Messiah, the forgiving, the upbraiding, from hardship ?
The crucifixion from the tree and the anguish of this.”
(2) “ He whom the suffering of the self same Messiah, the forgiving and upraising has saved, is
offering the plea whose origin was the agony of this “
For details see http://www.nasrani.net/2008/02/29/analogical-review-on-st-thomas-cross-the-
symbol-of-nasranis/#ixzz4ULhHngNb

It is a direct confession of the faith that
“Jesus who took the punishment on the cross indeed was both man and God and was without
sin.

This cross is smaller with a pointed border compared to the round upper border of the Mount cross.
The pillars and arch are not seen. The border around the cross is pointed, and the Pahlavi
inscription is over the edge of the slab outside the border. The petals on the bottom of the cross
is different from that of Mount Cross. They are mainly directed downwards with a small bud
upwards on either ends. The arms of the cross are almost equal in length, but the ends show an
additional button. The dove on the top is smaller, not very clear; it may be interpreted as a dove or
even a flame. This cross is considered to be the older one among the two.
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XIII

KOTHANALLOOR CROSS, KERALA.

This Cross is at St. Gervasis and Prothasis Church under the eparchy of Palai of the Syro-Malabar Catholic

Church.

This church was believed to be founded by Persian Bishops Mar Sabour and Afroath in AD 826

This cross was found on the northern wall of the church covered with plaster on 14/09/1987
This seems to be a deliberate attempt to hide away the cross.
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This cross is similar to the smaller cross at Kottayam Valiyapally with pointed upper border but no
inscriptions. The three steps are seen, the petal arrangement below the cross is identical to the
smaller Kottayam cross. Four arms are equal in length and ends show the additional bud on the
three button arrangement which is projecting into the raised border. The dove on the top is not
very clear, it is small and can be interpreted as a flame or fire.

Now, the cross is installed in a small chapel outside the church near the presbytery. It is believed
that the original church was in Pallikkunnu and when they moved to the present site, the cross was
installed on the side wall and probably someone deliberately wanted to cover it with plaster to
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remove the memories of Mar Sabour and Afroath. When the synod of Diamper declared Mar
Sabor and Afroath as heretics and commanded all the churches dedicated to Sabour and Afroth
should be rededicated to all saints. As the community was resilient to give up the twin saints
popularly known as Kantheesangal, (syriac word kantheesangal means holy men) the
missionaries found another twin saints from Milan – Saints Gervais and Prothasis who lived in AD
160-180 and were martyrs and renamed this church after them, but the name Kantheesangal
continued. This seems that the people were tricked by installing a set of different twin saints in the
same name Kantheesangal.

This cross is similar to the smaller cross at Kottayam Valiyapally with pointed upper border but
no inscriptions. The three steps are seen, the petal arrangement below the cross is identical to
the smaller Kottayam cross. Four arms are equal in length and ends show the additional bud
on the three button arrangement which is projecting into the raised border. The dove on the top
is not very clear, it is small and can be interpreted as a flame or fire.
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XIV
AGASAIM CROSS, GOA.

The Cross is now kept at Pilar Seminary Museum. This Cross is dated of 6th Century.
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This cross was discovered by Fr Cosme Costa SFX, an archaeologist cum historian of the Pilar
Society of Goa accidentally on 27th of April 2001. This cross was found in a mound of Rock in a
thicket in the premises of Saint Peter’s chapel at Dandiin Agaism at the fag end of the old port of
Gopakapattana. At the time of discovery stone was acting as the base of granite cross of Latin
design- plain cross- which had crumbled down around 1995 on a cyclonic storm and was left
neglected since then. This Persian cross was hidden inside the mound and had come out and was
about to fall into the sea.

This granite slab Persian cross is very similar to the Mount cross- the two pillars and the arch
encircling the Persian cross in a niche carved in granite. The round edge of the upper part shows
the same Pahlavi inscriptions. The cross is similar to mount cross with dove above, three steps
and the petal arrangement as in mount cross, equal armed cross with ends like a bud.

There was a Portuguese inscription on the bottom of the niche. This cross was broken and only
4/5th of the cross were found. Hence half of the Pahlavi inscriptions are lost. The Portuguese
inscriptions runs like this- ‘
…A DE s.TOME…..DO R….ILEZ VS…..642…..’which has been interpreted as ‘A deS (Sao)
Tome…do R(Regiao?) Ilez (Ilhas?) vs (Vizinhas?)…642(1642)’
It could be roughly translated as:
”That which belongs to Saint Thomas’ (Christians?) from the region of (the neighbouring) islands
(Tiswadi) 1642”.
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XV

ANURADHAPURA CROSSES, SRI LANKA.
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Sri Lanka: A rock-carved Nestorian Cross at Anuradhapura

Yes it is a Nestorian Cross, but is not exactly the St.Thomas cross.
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The cross

The cross is considered as a variation of the St Thomas Cross but in close analysis it is not part of
the St.Thomas cross as defined by our present ones.

Compare the two forms of the crosses

Anuradhapura cross has

� the "leaves" (with their upward facing fronds) at the base of the cross. Here these are clearly
leaves of a plant.

� the second element is that each of the arms of the cross terminate in a pearl. Pearls played a
central theme in Syriac devotional literature and iconography.

� The third element is the base, which is a three-stepped pedestal. The three tiers symbolise the
three levels of paradise, the three decks of the ark, and the three limits of ascent to Sinai.

� There are no top flying dove which is distinctive of the Marthoma cross.

The cross was discovered in 1912 during archaeological excavations in Anuradhapura. It is cut in
sunk relief on the side of a smooth granite column of which a fragment was excavated. An
immediate determination about the cross by the Archaeological Commissioner of Ceylon, Edward
R. Ayrton, was that it was a Portuguese cross. However we know that there indeed was a thriving
christian community as a result of Apostle Thomas’ ministry.

The history of the pre-colonial era is aptly described by Archbishop Emeritus Dr Oswald Gomis
(2004), in his book, ‘Some Christian Contributions in Sri Lanka’. During the pre-colonial era,
two groups of Christians, St. Thomas Christians and Nestorian Christians lived in Sri Lanka, and
later they established union with the Catholic Church.

Historia Ecclesiastica of Nikephoros Xanthopulos written from Constantinople (present Turkey)
states that St. Thomas the Apostle of Jesus preached to Brahamins on a hill at Ginthupitiya in the
island of Taprobane. In the 5th century during the Sigiriya period, 75 ships carrying Murundi
Christian soldiers from Mangalore (India) landed in Chilaw at the request of queen Sangha to
protect her son King Dhatusena, after he defeated the Pandyans. Migara, King Dhatusena’s
nephew and the commander of army was a Christian. His wife, the sister of Mogalan and
Kashyapa was also a Christian.

The discovery of coins of King Dhatusena with Christian symbols, statues of ‘Abissheka Buddha’
(Paranavithana 1972) and a carved cross on a granite column in Anurhadapura testifies for the
presence of Christians in the 5th century.
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Three similar crosses were discovered in Sri Lanka
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XVI

OTHER CROSSES

TAXILA CROSS, PAKISTAN.

Taxila Cross was found in 1935 in the fields near the site of ancient of city of Sirkap. This cross
was later presented to Anglican Bishop of Lahore. The Taxila Cross is kept at the Cathedral
Church of the Resurrection Lahore (Anglican Church of Pakistan). It is a tiny cross that marks
the entrance of the “Ladies Chappel” found in the Lahore Cathedral Church (Anglican) a.k.a. the
Cathedral Church of the Resurrection.

Shadows in the Dark, by Fr. John Rooney M.H.M. (Pakistan Christian History Monograph, No.1)
gives the following:

“There are two further pieces of evidence that might seem to suggest a St Thomas connection
with Pakistan, the one epigraphical, the other social. The epigraphical evidence is an interesting
cross found at Taxila now lodged in the Anglican cathedral at Lahore, where it is know as the
Taxila Cross. The social evidence concerns a fakir community which is said to be connected with
Thatta, Sind, and to claims that it has origins in St. Thomas.”

Christianity in Asia has its roots in the very inception of Christianity, which originated with Jesus
Christ, and then spread through the missionary work of his apostles. According to tradition, Saint
Thomas the Apostle established Christianity in the Parhian Empire (Iran) and India. According to
Eusebius’ record, the apostles Thomas and Bartholomew were assigned to Parthia (modern Iran)
and India. By the time of the establishment of the Second Persian Empire (AD 226), there were
bishops of the Church of the East in northwest India, Afghanistan, and modern Pakistan. In this
way there has been the evangelization with the coming of Thomas the Apostle in the land of
Pakistan.

In his first visit to India he came down to Taxila in the present day Pakisthan as early as 40 AD and
his work continued till 51 AD. Then from there he proceded by sea to Socotra and then to
Malabar Coast in India, The second Indian visit lasted from 52 to 72 AD.

Thus there indeed existed a Christian community as early as 40 AD and it is likely that they
continued as a minority. So the discovery of a cross should not be a surprise. But was it a
Persian cross? The cross as a small regular cross do not suggest any Persian or Manichaen
connection.
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When the cross was discovered in 1935, Cuthbert King the British deputy commissioner of
Rawalpindi, evidently knew of The Acts of St Thomas and seized upon this find as ‘proof’ of the
existence of Christianity in Punjab as early as the 1st century CE. His belief was strengthened by
the fact that newly-excavated Sirkap did indeed date back to the 1st century.

However evidently this cross does not have the symbolism of the Marthoma Cross as we have
described earlier and do not form part of the Anti-Manichaen statement of faith which came after
the 6th century AD
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KOTTAKKAVU ( PARUR) CROSS

The Saint Thomas Kottakkavu Church at North Paravur under the diocese of Ernakulam-
Ankamaly of the Syro Malabar Church has an ancient Persian Cross. This cross is engraved on
granite stone believed to be done by Mar Sabore and Mar Prothe about 880 AD . This is now

preserved in the chapel in front of the church.
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XVII

OTHER FORMS OF
NASRANI CROSSES

NASRANI STHAMBAMS

Nasrani Sthambams are giant open air stone crosses. The plinth of these crosses represents lotus
petals and lotus flowers and has a square base. It also has a variety of iconographic motifs,
including elephants, peacocks and various other animals to name a few.

These crosses are found in Puthenchira, Parappukkara, Veliyanad, Kalpparambu, Angamaly,
Kanjoor, Malayattoor, Udayamperoor, Kuravilangad, Uzhavoor, Chungam, Kaduthuruthy,
Muthalakodam, Muttuchira, Kudamaloor, Niranam, Arakuzha, Kothamangalam, Chengannur,
Thumpamon, Chathannur and many other places.

Cross pedestal at Kaduthuruthy.
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During various church festival days and processional days, people walk around the crosses. They
also burn coconut oil in small lamps as an act of reverence at the base of these large crosses,
much in the same way that oil is burned at Hindu temples around stone lingams (phalluses which
symbolize the Hindu deity Shiva indicative of the Christian origin of Saivism).

It may be safely assumed that the Nasrani Sthanbams were a declaration of faith of the Nasranis
as against the seperatist group of Gnosticised Saivism of the period.
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It is interesting to note that the Crosses associated with Mar Sabor and

Karimannoor-St Mary's Syro-Malabar Catholic Forane Church
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Each pedestal is carved with biblical scenes, as well as various Indian motifs including fish,
elephants and peacocks. The top two details above are from the cross pedestal at Kaduthuruthy;
the bottom example showing two peacocks (?) is from the Changanacherry Cathedral.
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THE FLAG STAFF OF NASRANIS

The flag is hoisted essentially during the festival period and are found in almost all older syrian
churches.

The closeup of the flagstaff showing the Nasrani Cross on top of the flag staff
at St Sebastian's Syro-Malabar Roman Catholic Church,
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NILA VILAKKU - THE NASRANI LAMP STAND

Nilavilakku is integral to all the rituals and ceremonies in a Keralite's life. As dusk creeps in, young
girls of the family bring the lighted lamps (nilavilakku) to the verandah of the house. In the
flickering light of the nilavilakku she is joined by the children and elders of the family, especially the
grandparents, in chanting hymns and evening prayers."

Unlike the Hindu Nilavilakku, those of the Saint Thomas Christians is surmounted by
the traditional St.Thomas Cross. Almost all functions of the church starts with the lighting of the
lamp. All of the Saint Thomas churches also have hanging oil lamps in their naves, which are also
fed by oil brought by worshippers. These have since disappeared after the coming of the electric
lamps. They are still kept in the old churches which are still seen behind the modern huge
cathedrals.
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Traditional Margam Kali (Dance of the Way) around the St.Thomas cross lamp.
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Most inaugural ceremonies are done by lighting the St.Thomas Cross Nila Vilakku.

Saint Thomas Christians lighting a Nilavilakku.
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http://dukhrana.in/saint-thomas-cross-a-religio-cultural-symbol-of-saint-thomas-chrsitans/

Dr. M. Thomas Antony

ANCIENT WITNESSES

The Nila Vilakku in the Holy of Holies
Oil is provided by the faithful as a Nercha - presentation of gift.

This type of Nilavilakku came into existence only after the 8th century when the Gnosticised group
seperated from the Christ based group of the Nasranis. This was actually initiated by Sankara in
Kerala by the 8th century when the synod of Quilon led by Mar Sabor and Mar Proth affirmed there
faith in Jesus of Nazareth as the incarnate God and declared it in the form of the Nazarani Cross.
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PROCESSIONAL CROSS

Pahlavi inscribed Processional Cross of Herat, Afghanistan

http://www.nasrani.net/cross-study-religio-cultural-traditions-churches-india-parthia/

“This Pahlavi inscribed processional cross conceivably dated from the 8th century AD was
found recently from Herat in Afghanistan. This cross has similarities with the Pahlavi inscribed
granite Crosses of South India and other crosses of Church of the East (East Syriac Church) in
China.” It bears Pahlavi inscriptions which proclaims a theological formula of Nasrani of India.
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Another Herat Cross

The following is the translation of inscription found on the cross given by Philippe Gignoux[16].

Front side.

............(missing part) bagdag son of Nisem-burzar that (sees/write)too. Mare son of NN, who (is)
of the Church of Herat, who gave this (same) flock to Karisise the Holy .... in the year 507/517

Back side.

......(missing part) (We believe that ?) in heaven there are not three Gods/Creators, and on earth
that wealth and happiness be the hosts to the Church of my good teaching.
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Niranam Cross

How it came about - Some historical insights

1st CENTURY

� AD 40-51Apostle Thomas visits Taxila in current Pakistan. Mission in North India
� AD 51-52 Socotra Mission (Island off Yemen) after a ship wreck
� AD 52 Apostle Thomas landed at Muziris the ancient port city of Malabar (Present-day Kerala).
� AD 52–72 Mission in South India The Apostle founded the 7 churches. Also a short mission to

China
� AD 72 Apostle Thomas martyred at St. Thomas Mount in Chennai and is buried on the site of

San Thome Cathedral.
� Major religion of the time in India was Buddhism, Jainism and Dravidian Upanishadic

Brahmanism
� Apostle establishes the Way - in North India which split into Savism and Vaishnavism; Also

Naszrenes in South India

2nd CENTURY

� AD 190 Pantaenus, the founder of the famous Catechetical School of Alexandria, visited India

3rd CENTURY

� Manichean ministry and its intrusion in the Way all over India led by the Pallavas the Persians.

4th CENTURY

� AD 325 Archbishop John of Persia and Great India represents India at the first Ecumenical
Council of Nicaea.

� AD 345 First Persian migration – Thomas of Cana landed at Cranganore with 72 families.
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� AD 340–360 Thazhekad Sasanam written in Pali the language the canonical language of
Buddhists, the Nasrani granted special rights and privileges.

5th CENTURY

� AD 522 Cosmas Indicopleustes visited South India.

8th CENTURY

� Defeat of the Mahabali Christian Kingdom in Kerala by the Pallavas, Erasing history of Kerala
and the period of Kalabhra Inter-regnum.

9th CENTURY

� AD 824 Beginning of Kollavarsham (Malayalam Era). First Tharissapalli sasanam (Copper
plate) by Stanu Ravi Gupta Perumaal to Nazranies.
� 824 Mar Sabor and Mar Proth came from the Mar Mattai monastery of Ninveh at the
invitation of the King Kuleshakara of Quilon (now known as Kollam) as an Authority for the
Doctrine of Trinity against the background of a Shivate Revival of Advaita Vedanta propounded
by Adi Shankara. The start of the Malayalam era (ME), also referred to as Kollavarsham, is
associated with Kollam. The era was started by these East Syrian Saints who settled in
Korukeni Kollam, near to the present Kollam. The start of the ME has been dated to 825 AD,
when a great convention was held in Kollam at the behest of King Kulashekhara.
� The declaration of faith of the Nasranis is proclaimed by the new St.Thomas Cross
� Easow-data-veeran (Tharisapalli plates) that grants 72 royal privileges of the Nazranies in
which the Nasranis signed in three languages: Hebrew, Pahlavi and Kufic.

We believe that the synod of Quilon was the decisive factor that ultimately seperated the
Gnostic element from Christian faith.
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Crosses have been studied by many experts.

A C Burnell (1873), Dr Martin Haug (1874), Prof Baron De Harlez (1892) and Dr E W West
(1986) .

Dastur Darab PeshotanSanjana (1914) deciphered and translated the inscriptions by studying the
Mailppore Cross and the two Kottayam Crosses.

Dr. J Modi wrote in 1924 about these inscriptions, after studying about the Cross at Kadamattom
and in 1926, after studying about Muttuchira Cross also.Age of these inscriptions has been fixed at
about 7th or 8th century AD by most of the Pahlavi experts.

Carbon dating was done for Mylapore cross .Studies Claim that the Mylapore cross belongs to 6th
century.

For detailed exposition of the history of how modern Hinduism evolved from Thomas Churches
under the Gnostic influence see my studies:

The Emergence Of Hinduism From Christianity

HINDUISM: What Really Happenned in India
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Development of Hinduism

Prester John, the Kalabhras and Mahabali: What is Onam all about?:

The History of Early Christianity in India

Visit: www.mmninan.com


